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Sidney-Anacortes ferry has overloads while inter-San Jnan Islands traffic sparse
Kaleetan assigned to Islands route due to increased domestic need
Washington Stale Ferries 
are carrying half loads on 
inter San Juan Islands ferry 
runs while leaving over­
flows behind at Sidney ferry 
dock.
The ferry service swit­
ched to a smaller 100 car 
capacity ferry for the 
Sidncy-Anacortes run June 
19 at the beginning of the 
suninier schedule to deal 
with ferry overloads within 
the Slate.
The 160 vehicle ferrv
Kaleetan, now on the inter- 
Islands route, while full on 
week-ends is carrying only 
half loads during the week, 
says a Washington Slate 
Ferries spokesman.
Ferries’ Sidney agent Ian 
Blaney says the smaller 
Evergreen Slate is running 
consistently full on its two 
daily trips between Sidney, 
the Islands and Anacortes 
and that several overloads 
cropped up since the switch 
to the smaller vessel.
“With the smaller ferry 
there are 60 less vehicle 
spaces which means on four 
trips each day 240 potential 
travellers are lost,” said 
Blaney.
Marketing manager of 
the state run ferry system 
Lee Cramer says the 160 car 
capacity of Kaleetan is well 
utilized on the inter-island 
run.
“The larger capacity has 
alleviated the long lineups 
and wails experienced on
the San Juan Islands last 
summer,” he said.
Islanders were waiting up 
to eight hours last year 
getting to and from their 
homes, he said which 
doesn’t jibe with ferry 
policy of serving 
Washington state residents 
first and tourists second.
Advisory groups on the 
islands recommended the 
change to the larger ferry 
and Washington Governor 
Dixy Lee Ray wants the
ferry system to serve 
taxpayers first.
“We realize the im­
portance of the in­
ternational run to Sidney 
but due to the bulk of 
traffic on domestic runs we 
need the ferry inside the 
state,” he said.
Cramer said the Sidney- 
Anacortes run makes 
money in summer months 
and that if available a 
bigger ship would be 
employed on the run.
During winter months the 
Sidney route is the biggest 
money loser for 
Washington State Ferries.
The Sidncy-Anacortes 
ferry is scheduled to 
continue until early January 
1978 when it will be 
dropped completely by 
Washington State Ferries 
due to the need for ad­
ditional vessels within the 
state.
Cramer said the ferry 
system is encouraging
private industry to pick up 
the run by offering anyone 
interested all assistance 
possible in taking over the 
service.
Cramer said due to the 
federal Jones Act in the 
United States any foreign 
vessel would be prohibited 
from taking inter-Island 
passengers on the Sidney- 
Anacortes run blocking any 
chance of the provincial 
government taking over an
identical route.
However, if the route 
were changed so that the 
foreign vessel didn’t drop 
off intcr-lsland passengers 
inside American waters the 
Jones Act wouldn’t be 
contravened.
Blaney says two full-time 
and eight seasonal em­
ployees will be laid off at 
the Sidney terminal when 
the service is finished. “But 
we are still hoping
Washington state will 
reconsider the decision to 
cancel the service,” he said.
They have the facilities to 
make the run and will 
continue to serve San Juan 
Island which is relatively 
close to Sidney, he said.
Wollam, general manager 
of Puget Sound Navigation 
Company, which is in­
terested in taking over the 
service was unavailable for 
comment.
Goimcii to re-evaluate 
Beacon parallel parking
59 citizens pack fire hall 
to vent their frustrations
Acting Sidney mayor Jim 
Lang told 59 citizens 
Monday the entire parallel 
parking situation along 
Beacon Avenue will be re­
evaluated by council.
The large delegation 
forced council out of 
chambers at town hall and 
into the fire hall in order to 
make room for everyone 
interested in attending the 
meeting.
Only former Sidney 
Mayor Stan Dear spoke for 
the move to parallel parking 
on Beacon Ave. between 
Fourth and First Streets 
arguing that his business 
wasn’t adversely affected
by the change instituted 
June 13.
The balance of speakers 
condemned council for the 
change, a decision made 
last March.
Representative of 27 
Beacon Ave. merchants, 
lawyer James Robertson, 
said his clients are prepared 
to take legal action against 
the town unless their claims 
for damages caused by lost 
business are satisfied or 
angle parking along Beacon 
is restored.
Robertson wants council 
to appoint an arbitrator to 
determine the amount of 
c o m p e n s at i o ri owe d 
businessmen for damage
The exciting new Panorama Leisure Centre is 
help us celebrate the event - swimming will be
getting ready to open August 2nd. The Peninsula Recreation Commission invites you to 
free for everyone, August 2nd, 3rd & 4th. (Photo by Jerry P.Tregaskis.)
race 
cars
A bicycle race that 
overflowed from Saanich 
into Central Saanich on 
Sunday afternoon disrupted 
traffic on West Saanich and 
Keating X Roads while 
upsetting police.
The race was held by tlie 
Apollo cycling Club of 
Victoria in conjunction 
w'iih some B.C. road raciniL' 
championship matches for 
seniors. It originated in 
Saanich and was routed 
north iilong West Saanich 
Road, and east along 
Keating X Road, ter­
minating at the iminicipal 
works yard.
The Apollo Club, which 
has exisicti for some 20 
years and apparently holds 
frenuent meets, appointed 
its own people to direct 
jrafllc and asked the 
Victoria Citizens’ Band 
Radio Club to assist, The 
organt/ers, however, 
neglected to clear their 
plans with Central Saanich 
police,
The result of this 
oversight vsas that, during 
the heavy weekend traffic 
of visitors to Iliuchart 
Gardens, a horde of 
cyclists ran ihromiih the 
four way stop on West 
Saanich,, turned right onto
Federal marine technology centre
Approval of North Saanich still required
Keating X Road and 
sprinted furiously, using the 
whole roadway, to the 
finish line, where there was 
a collection of vehicles 
belonging to club officials.
The cyclists, according to 
one report, were followed 
by a small car with tis 
emergency flashers going 
and its driver “hollering” 
at motorists to get out of 
the way. One motorist was 
nearly forced into a ditch to 
avoid the oncoming 
cyclists.
It was the C.H. Club that 
got in touch with police to 
come and son out iheitncss, 
but it was just about all 
over by then .
Police Chief Hob Miles 
cites this episode as an 
example of how not to do 
things.
Local police, he points 
out, know ilicir own area 
and can advise on safe 
routing. Secondly, he 
emphnsizes, only police 
have the authority to 
suspend normal rules of Hie 
road in special cir­
cumstances. People doing 
so on tlicir own not only 
net illegally, but also 




Developers of a 40 acre 
site, across from Patricia 
Bay Oceanographic 
Institute, were recently 
given approval by the 
Capital Regional Board to 
proceed wdth their plans, 
reversing a decision made 
by the C.R. B. in 1974.
rite proposal was 
suggested by the federal 
government who owns the
land in question. They hope 
to establish a “marine 
technology centre” on 14 of 
the 40 acres.
According to G.R. 
Smith, Scientific-Industrial 
Liason at the institute, the 
area was planned for 
research and development 
activities related to 
oceanographic studies but 
carried out by the private 
sector. Two examples of the 
types of firms he hoped
Planning body 
for Sidney
All adv’isory planning commission to 
work hand-in-hand with the town of 
Sidney was established by council Monday.
The commission will advise council on 
any planning problems referred to it and 
will deal specifically with zoning and 
building c|uaiiiy.
The commission will consist of seven 
members to serve without renumeration to 
be appointed by council. One member of 
the comini.ssion will be a council member 
and will act as chairman of the advisory 
body.
would re-locate or establish 
a branch in the area were 
Dobrocky Sea Tech, a large 
Vancouver firm doing 
oceanographic work, and as 
an example, a Sidney firm 
World Ocean Systems Ltd. 
a small marine equipment 
marketing firm that has the 
beginnings of a develop­
ment branch.
Smith .said it had been 
government policy in the 
past few years not to ex­
pand their own research 
staff but to encourage 
private firms to enter the 
field.
North Saanich Alderman 
George Westwood said it 
was his understanding that 
the centre was lo be similar 
to a university resenreb 
laborntory. Equipment 
prototypes would be 
designed and made but no 
as.scmbly-linc inanufactiire 
would take place on the 
site,
Smith said the 1<)74 
propo.sal has changed 
somewhat because the 
provincial government has 
become interested in 
funding research labs and 
becau!!e of that the 
University of Victoria was 
establishing programs.
“Obviously, anything we 
would do will compliment 
what is happening at the 
university,’’ he said. 
Because of provincial in­
terest he thought eventually 
some kind of federal 
provincial corporation 
would build the technology 
centre.
In 1974 the C.R.B. 
unanimously turned down 
the same propo.sal for the 
land on the basis that it 
should not be removed 
from the Agricultural Land 
Reserve. Some Ardmore 
residents were also strongly 
opposed to the plan bccuu.se 
they were concerned that 
the wells that would be dug 
for the centre would deplete 
their supply,
“Maybe the time is right 
to rccqrisider the plan,” 
.said Smitlt,
Norm,an Todd, chief of 
managerial services at the 
institute, attended the 
public meeting held in 1974 
on llic quc,stion, Me said the 
majority of the concern 
expressed about the 
proposal was because of the 
possible water sbortuge that 
would be caused.
With the promise of
Cuitlliiucd on 1*0RC 2
Other alternatives 
still to consider
Sidney council held a 
public hearing on an off- 
street parking bylaw 
proposal Monday and were 
told lo go back to the 
drawing board and do their 
homework on the entire 
situation. •
Scores of interested 
residents packed Sidney 
volunteer fire hall to “say 
their piece” with the 
con.sensus being council 
hadn't considered all viable 
alternatives lo providing 
off-slrcct parking.
Council proposed each 
new development or 
renovation which takes 
place along Beacon Avenue 
to provide one off-street 
parking space for each 400 
.square feet or part thereof 
of retail .space provided,
If businc.sscs are not able 
to provide the adequate 
number of spaces their 
solution under the proposal 
would he to pay an un­
specified sum into u town 
fund which would be used 
for purcha.sing land In the 
downtown area for 
development as off-street 
parking arcus.
The figure mentioned by 
Alderman Olbb Baal at the 
meeting was $3,200 for each 
space the town provided. 
Speaking as a taxpayer, he 
told council this imposition 
shouldn't be placed on 
businesses who arc tite last
to renovate or build on 
Beacon Ave. “There should 
be some equitable way of 
sharing the tremendous 
cost,” he said.
Karel Drost, chamber of 
commerce director, said 
similar bylaws were 
removed from Sidney 
books in 1972 to facilitate 
the redevelopment of 
Beacon Ave.
Drost said it would be a 
retrograde .step to institute 
the bylaw as proposed os it 
would liindcr any further 
development along Beacon. 
He said most lots are simply 
too narrow to redevelop 
and provide adequate 
parking facilities 
simultaneously.
Drost suggested council 
study carefully chamber of 
commerce recom 
mendotions on tlie mutter 
before proceeding further 
wlili thcbyliiw.
Acting mayor Jim Lang 
told tlie public meeting tliat 
council is actively pursuing 
the matter of providing 
adequate off-street parking 
by entering into 
negotiations with the 
provincial government to 
develop property at Second 
St, and Bevan Ave. ns a 
parking lot,
One businessman 
suggested the entire 
problem of providing off 
Conilniieil on Page 2
they have incurred due to 
the change in parking 
procedure. “My clients are 
not bluffing and are 
prepared to go to the 
Supreme Court of British 
Columbia to back their 
demands,” he said. 
Robertson said the political 
evidence, in the form of a 
1,305 name Sidney voter 
petition opposed to parallel 
parking, was in front of 
council. Furthermore, the 
lawyer tabled an additional 
1,410 names of Central and 
North Saanich residents 
who shop in Sidney and are 
also opposed to the changed 
Sidney nierchant Len- 
Bland drew tumultuous 
applause from - the', 
delegation' '..when, he 
characterized . the change, 
“as a monster t:r<tated ;by! 
council T whicli • simply 
funnels traffic dowri to the 
shopping centre right past 
ourshops.”
Councillors also en­
tertained dozens of. ad­
ditional speakers com­
plaining that parallel 
parking was the most 
difficult manouvre for 
drivers. Furthermore, 
drivers complained of near 
accidents due to parallel 
parking because of cars 
•stopping the flow of traffic 
to back into a parallel 
parking spot and of drivers 
opening doors with two 
lanes of oncoming traffic 
without first looking.
Chamber of commerce 
parking committee member 
Karel Drost suggested 
council convert First, 
Second and Third Streets 
Into angle parking to 
provide more spaces neater 
Beacon Ave. .shops.
Drost suggested council 
give parallel parking at least 
a three month tryout and to 
look at the chamber of 
commerce parking . study 
compleicd in i 972 to find 
some of the solhtlons to 
providing adequate 




Review staff writer 
Grania Litwin told us she 
was pregnant but certainly 
didn’t look it.
On Sunday, July 3 it was 
finally B-day for otir 
congenial co-worker who 
produced a 7 pound, 14 
ounce son for husband 
Michael.
Congratulations frpm 
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Marine technology development
Continued from Page 1
water within the next few 
years, Todd hoped that 
concern would no longer 
exist.
“We have no source of 
financing fixed yet,” he 
said, “and 1 think it would 
be at least a year before we 
would begin.”
The plan for the 40 acre 
site includes 14 acres of low 
buildings, landscapped, 
with parking, an area that is 
under a flight path of the 
airport and cannot be used 
and the remainder proposed 
as a recreational area.
In the plan presented it is 
.shown as tennis courts, play 
field, natural green belt
areas with walkways and 
fitness tracks. Smith said 
the developed recreational 
area cannot be assured; that 
it will depend on the final 
source of funding. “If its 
not developed for 
recreation use it will be 
retained in its natural state 
and in the future possibly 
North Saanich may be able 
to take it over,” he said.
He thought the centre 
when it was fully developed 
would employ no more than 
300 people. Until the 
proposal has progressed 
further and a definite idea 
of what firms might come 
to the centre is available, 
more specific employment
Groceries - Fruit - Vegetables
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NiNE
SfDMEY CASH & CARRY
LTD.
2449 Beacon Phor?e 656-1171
figures are not possible.
“It’s the type of industry 
we’d like to attract, it’s 
clean, low profile, increases 
the tax base both directly 
and with employees who 
move to the district,” said 
Westwood, North 
Saanich’s regional board 
director.
He pointed out that 
federal property in the 
district already paid almost 
a quarter of a million 
dollars a year in grants in 
lieu of taxes and that 
development would in­
crease it.
Smith said the property 
would be leased in such a 
way that the firms oc­
cupying the centre would be 
taxed directly, as any other 
private firm would be.
Alderman Eric Sherwood 
was unhappy with the 
centre’s plans to build in an 
area that is not zoned for 
industrial uses, in fact 
A.L.R. land, when only a 
short distance away both 
Sidney and North Saanich 
have industrial zoned land.
Water commissioners urge pipeline completion
The main reason that site 
was preferred, according to 
Smith, was its proximity to 
the institute. “The work of 
the two organizations go 
hand-in-hand,” he said, 
“the closer they can be, the 
more desirable it is.” 
Another consideration is 
that the government owns 
that land but it does not 
own any in the industrial 
area.
The proposal will now go 
to North Saanich council 
for their approval and then 
to the B.C. Land Com­
mission to request removal 
from the A.L.R. Todd said 
the federal government will 
behave like a private 
citizen; if the municipality 
is strongly opposed to the 
plan it will not be built.




Sidney and Central 
Saanich representatives at 
the Saanich Peninsula 
Water Commission meeting 
Thursday were agreed on 
the need to rush completion 
of the permanent water line 
to the peninsula.
Sidney alderman Jim 
Lang claimed Sidney had 
reduced its water con­
sumption over last year by 
ten per cent while Central 
Saanich’s requirements had 
increased by almost 50 per 
cent.
“If vegetables are going 
to grow they have to have 
water. This year we’re using 
more water than we have in 
the past two years put 
together,” said Joe Taylor 
another member of the 
commission and Central 
Saanich farmer.
“Furthermore,” said 
Central Saanich Aid. Dave 
Hill, “this is just a Sunday
Continued from Page 1
street parking would be 
solved if council simply 
reinstituted angle parking 
along Beacon Ave. and on 
adjacent side streets.
In earlier meetings town 
council was advised by the 
town solicitor to include in 
the bylaw the provision for 
the town fund which will 
provide off-street parking 
for those businesses unable, 
due to property shortage, to 
do so.
However, provincial
School picnic compared to 
what August will bring.”
Sidney needs an in­
creased, assured water 
supply to grow and provide 
an expanded tax base to 
support the increased 
services required in the city. 
At the same lime Central 
Saanich, whose residential 
users have substantially cut 
back their water u.se, can 
not restrict agricultural 
water u.scrs or charge them 
high costs for water without 
closing down farms.
“1, for one, am not 
happy to just sit here and 
talk Haliburton to Mar- 
tindalc.”, .said Taylor, “1 
don’t want to see this thing 
die until September when 
we’ll be sitting with the 
same problems we had just 
last spring.”
When the permanent 
pipeline is in, the other 
reservoirs and wells now
used to supplement 
residential use can be used 
wholly as an agricultural 
irrigation system.
Taylor supported by Hill 
and Sidney representatives 
wanted work continued on 
the permanent pipeline past 
Martindale Road during the 
winter months in the hopes 
that the entire line could be 
completed by next summer. 
The first step in the line, 
from Haliburton Road to 
Martindale Road is planned 
for completion by the end
of this summer.
“It’s my view that we’ve 
taken quantum steps this 
year considering the past 
history of this water 
question,” said Aid. 
George Westwood of North 
Saanich, “Frankly I’m 
quite satisfied with the 
progress that has been made 
so far.”
“1 think we are moving 
as fast as we are able to
move. 1 don’t think it could 
be physically accomplished 
if the commission passed a
motion to have the pipe in 
the ground to McTavish 
Road by next May,” said 
Young.
The commission decided 
to request a representative 
from the Agriculture 
Research and Development 
As.sociation attend the next 
meeting to answer 
questions. A.R.D.A. has 
funds that might be 
available to help fund an 
agricultural irrigation 
system and the commission 
understood they would help 
plan such a system.
CRD planning committee 









Capital Regional District 
planning and'- zoning 
committee favours
Central Saanich well 
supplied ’with parks
municipal afrati’S officials
- UNIVERSAL 445 , :
Engine: 50 hp SAE (45 hp DIN) four stroke diesel, direct fuel injection, forced
feed lubrication, watercooled Power Train: dry, friction type double clutch, 9 
forward, 3 reverse gears. 2nd, 3rd, 5th & 6th Synchronized. ,




have told Aid. Jerry 
Tregaskis that while the 
fund proposal is not illegal, 
it may not be legally en­
forceable.
The bylaw proposal was 
modelled after that of the 
town of Courtenay, an area 
; with an old downtown area 
about to be remodelled.
Council feels that the off- 
street parking issue has to 
be dealt with immediately 
due to increased 
development of Beacon 
Ave. and subsequent need 
for additional parking 
facilities.
The residents of Central 
Saanich could well be proud 
of the total area of 
dedicated parkland over the 
past 27 years.
Being situated between 
two masses of salt water 
each noted for sport salmon 
I'ishing and a total land area 
of sixteen square miles, 
there are 133 acres 
dedicated as parkland in 
Central Saanich.
The Inland Parks are: 
Centennial Park - 34 acres, 
Greig Park - 16 acres, Rom 
Knott Park - 2 acres.
Neighborhood Parks are: 
Rudolph Road Park - 1 
acre. Day Park (Llanfair 
Road) - '/2 acre, Dawson 
Park (Slugget Road) - 1 
acre, Damelark Road Park 
~ 'A acre. Blossom Park 
Place (Wallace Road) - Y* 
acre.'' ■
Beach Parks are: Island 
View Regional Park - 62 
acres. Island View 
Municipal Park - 2 acres, 
Saanichton Spit Park - 15 
acres, Verdier Park 
(Brentwood) - Vz acre. 
Brooks Park (Brentwood) - 
'A acre.
The parks have a variety 
of uses from people par­
ticipation parks to nature 
study parks and sand and 
sea parks.
CENTENNIAL PARK 
on Wallace Drive at 
Saanic’nton is well equipped 
for sports and people 
participation.,
GREIG PARK on Greig 
Avenue off Wallace Drive 
is a beautiful rugged un­
touched nature park.
ISLAND VIEW BEACH 
PARK on the East coast is 
the only 2 miles of sandy
beach on the entire Saanich 
Peninsula for public use.
SAANICHTON SPIT 
PARK on the East coast is a 
beautiful area to picnic and 
observe the sunsets on a 
summer evening.
It is the only place where 
one can spin-cast for 
salmon off the beach, south 
of Willow Point, Campbell 
River.
The only public access to 
Saanichton Spit Park is by 
water or walk from Island 
View.
The residents of Central • 
Saanich are indeed for­
tunate to have these parks 
so near at hand.
Editor’s Note: The 
Review appreciates the 
work of Central Saanich 
RAlderman Ray Lamont in 
preparing the basis of this 
article.
exemption of 33.7 acres of 
land in south Sidney from 
the Agricultural Land 
Reserve.
Sidney regional director 
Jerry Tregaskis says town 
council applied directly to 
the provincial cabinet for 
exclusion of the property 
for which 249 trailer park 
units are planned.
Tregaskis said it was an 
uphill battle getting the 
committee to accept Sid­
ney’s position. “CRD 
planning department had 
recommended declining the 
exemption proposition,” he 
said.
Although Leisure Villa 
Estates Ltd., the trailer 
park developers, have failed 
t'nree tinies in trying to have 
the area lifted from the land 
freeze, Tregaskis is con 
fident the regional board 
will accept the committee’s 
recommendation.
Tregaskis argued that the 
property was lined on three 
sides by houses, that the 
project had been given 
approval in principle by 
Sidney council in 1971 
before the ALR came into 
existence and that a lane 
use contract was being
negotiated for the property 
at the time.
The committee simply 
requested that we keep a 
buffer zone of trees bet­
ween the development and 
the rest of the town, which 
was the wish of Sidney 
council anyway he said.
The development fronts 
on Canora Road and if 
approved will include a i 
self-contained recreational 
facility on heavily treed 
property including a park 
walk alongside a natural 
creek running through the 
property. \
11.1 acres of the 
proposed site will be 
common area used for 
recreational and park
r^«r\l<airi o JpAUftl 14
common area building 
including workshop, hobby 
room, sewing room and 
open area with fireplace.
In a separate building 
there will be a pool plus two 
outside tennis courts and 

















All the planned 249 units 
will be rental and exem­
ption of the property from 
the land freeze still requires 
cabinet approval.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
9 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily !
\¥here you apply for a Social Insurance 
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Proof of your identity.
If you were born in Canada, you’ll need a 
primary document like a birth certificate or 
a baptismal certificate from Quebec. Naturalized 
Canadians need their citizenship certificates.
If you’re a landed immigrant you’ll need your im­
migration papers. Originals or certified copies 
are needed.
You’ll also need secondary identification. It 
can be something official with your name on 
it, like a driver’s licence or a school report card. 
Here photocopies are fine.
You don’t want tliese important documents 
lost or misplaced.That’s why we ask you to 
go, in person, to your local UIC office. They’ll ap­
prove your documents on the spot, help you 
with your application and send it to Ottawa.You 
can take your documents home right away.
You’ll get your Social Insurance Number card in 
the mail.
If you can’t get to a UIC office you can go to 
a Canada Manpower Centre or you can mail 
your application direct to Ottawa. But you’ll have 
to send original documents or certified 
copies. And if tliere are problems with your ap­
plication or documents it’s going to take 
longer to iron them out than it would face to face 
in a local office.
Establishing your identity is the best way to 
make sure your Social Insurance Number 
stays witli the right person. And that’s pretty 
important
HA Government Gouvernernent
jg isjpp of Canada du Canada
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Peninsula water commission favours 
lump sum buy into GVWD
Wants regional capital needs looked after 




The committee, struck by 
Saanich Peninsula Water 
Commission to negotiate 
with Greater Victoria Water 
District for the price per 
thousand gallons of water, 
reported at the com­
mission’s last meeting, 
Thursday.
The Greater Victoria 
Water Board gave the 
committee a 14 point list of 
conditions of agreement 
that set the price of water 
for the peninsula at 18 cents 
a thousand gallons plus 
another 30 cents a thousand 
for 15 years.
The first 18 cents a 
thousand is for the im­
mediate cost of supplying 
the w'ater; for salaries, 
repairs to the G.V.W.D. 
line and other day to day 
costs. The following 30 
cents a thousand is for 
repayment of capital costs
incurred by the G.V.W.D. 
when they intentionally 
built the system with 
capacity for the future use 
of the peninsula.
This particular method of 
repaying the capital costs, 
by collecting through the 
sale of bulk water was not 
acceptable to the com­
mission for several reasons.
Alderman Dave Hill 
from Central Saanich 
stated, “1 think we should 
make it known now, that 
we aren’t happy with this 
buy-in factor.” He used the 
examples of Nanaimo, 
Capilano and even the three 
local municipalities when 
they combined their in­
dividual W'ater resources, to 
argue for no buy-in 
charges.
Dennis Young, regional 
director of the Capital 
Regional Board, disagreed 
with Hill’s suggestion 
because he claimed the 
examples were not com­
parable with the 
relationship between the 
G.V.W.D. and the com­
mission. He said the 
G.V.W.D. had in­
tentionally planned their 
system large enough to 
accommodate the penin­
sula’s eventual connection; 
according to Young, while 
none of Hill’s examples 
had.
The commission 
favoured paying a lump 
sum to buy into the svater 
district rather than paying 
c.\tra for it in their bulk 
rates.
“If for no other reason 
than any debt incurred by 
us is eligible under the 
provincial grant scheme, we 
should be paying the 
G.V.W.D. a lump sum,” 
said Young referring to the 
Waterworks Assistance 
program that pays 75% of 
any debt charges, over three 
mills, each year, on any 
water debt over a 20 year
term.
If the commission paid 
this buy-in cost by adding it 
to the bulk rate cost of 
water it would not be 
eligible for the grant relief.
The commission won­
dered what the buy-in cost 
would actually be. At 30 
cents a thousand, after 15 
years the G.V.W.D. would 
receive about $2,500,000 
according lo Young’s 
calculations of minimum 
water use. If a lump sum 
payment was made the 
commission wondered if it 
should be less than that 
total figure.
Young was not unhappy 
with the figure, he said, “It 
gives us a dollar cost that is 
better than 1 might have 
originally expected.”
“1 suggest w'e not quarrel 
with the dollar cost,” he 
said, “but we should 
request other con­
siderations, like a voting 
member on the G.V.W.B.”
Water commission purchases 
pipe for new trunk water line
The Saanich Peninsula 
Water Commission met 
Thursday morning to 
accept a tender for the 
supply of pipe for the 
second major step in 
bringing water to the area. 
The tenders were for 30
" CRD
down
inch diameter pipe for the 
trunk water main to be 
installed between 
Haliburton Reservoir and 
Martindale Road, later this 
summer..
The commission moved 
quickly to purchase the pipe 
immediately, before the 
demand for pipe increased 
when and if a northern 
pipeline begins.
Interprovincial Steel and 
Pipe Corporation’s bid of 
$534,728 for 30 inch
diameter belled and coated 
and wrapped steel pipe was 
accepted by the com­
mission. Although this was 
not the lowest bid received, 
the engineers advised that 
considering the further cost 
of joining the line and the 
type .of pipe it was con­
sidering peninsula con­
ditions, it was the best 
value.
The engineers checked 
with Calgary and Van­
couver who had both
r
water
Bad tasting water with an 
unpleasant odor kept 
capital region engineers 
busy last week hunting 
down the source, reported 
Norman Howard, to 
Saanich Peninsula Water 
Commission Thursday,
The Brentwood area is 
where the problem was the 
worst, said the chief 
engineer, and several 
theories were suggested 
about the cause.
Thursday, the engineers 
cleaned out years of ac­
cumulated sludge and 
debris from the Elk Lake 
pumphouse holding 
reservoir and hoped they 
had found one source of the 
problem.
Howard said sometimes a 
new pipeline can impart 
lasies and odors when it is 
first used. Increases in 
pumping pressure and type 
of water in the system can 
cause it, The engineers 
suspect residue of algae on 
pipe walls could be being 
dissolved by the new Sooke> 
water which could he 
causing the problem.
luiday, Howard said it 
would he several day.s 
before the effect of the 
; hoklittg reservoir cleaning 
would be evidetu and , 
probably considerably more 
time before any of the other 
‘ p t ob I c n 1 s were fo u n d, 
Samples arc being taken 
from different points along 
the line to locate problems.
"■"MenV'
softball
The Settlor Men's 
Softball Association is 
sponsoring a tottrnament in 
.Sanscha Paik this weekend.
Twelve teams firom 
Sidney, Victoria and upper 
; Islatidwill compete itt the 
tournament which i.s 
. scheduled to run from 8
. " a It) tivnifT, pan," Saturday
r and Sunday,
A beer garden and 
; concession booth ' will be 
' operating on the grounds 
,and there is no admission, 
Awards for the tour- 
itainem include^ top batter 
; and pitcher, rnma valuable 
j iplayer, and a winning team 
tropliv.
studied the cheaper types of 
pipe and reached their 
decision, after considering 
the two cities’ replies.
It is hoped the line from 
the Haliburton Reservoir 
and Martindale Road will 
be completed by the end of 
summer. This line will 
connect to the Greater 
Victoria Water District at 
Haliburton Road when the 
G.V.W.D.’s line to that 
point is completed, also 
sometime this summer.
Some of the other points 
on the water board’s list of 
14 included: - A minimum 
yearly consumption figure 
of 400,000,000 gallons. The 
commission thought that 
amount would easily be 
reached. - A maximum 
quantity per day of 
7,500,000 gallons. Again 
the commission did not 
think this amoung would be 
a problem in the future. - 
The G.V.W.D. would 
retain title to the right of 
way south of Dooley Road.
- Saanich has the right to 
draw up to an average of 
1,000,000 gallons a day or 
about 15 per cent of the 
lines capacity from the line. 
The commission was not 
happy about this condition 
with the general feeling that 
if the commission was 
asked to pay its share of the 
G.V.W.D. water system 
then if Saanich wants to use 
the commission’s system it 
should be required to pay 
it’s share.
With this estimate of 
what buying water from the 
G.V.W.D. will cost. Young 
calculated that the ap­
proximate charge per 
thousand gallons of water 
used by the peninsula will 
cost about $1.30.
This figure considers the 
cost of buying the water, 
and the amortized cost of 
the permanent 'pipeline. It 
also takes into con­
sideration the anticipated 
government grant, it does 
not cover the costs the 
municipalities have in their 
own water works system 
nor the cost of the tem­
porary pipeline. Young said 
it is not an exact figure 
because there are so many 
unknowns yet.
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Chamber of commerce upset 
at bad guy role
We
6V ACCBPTlt^S A MeTHoD
THAT'S always BEBN FROWHED UPOM, 
THE NUMBEROFSPACES COULD 86...
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Stars and Stripes absent
, Local businessmen serious about attracting 
tourist dollars to Sidney should consider flying a 
Stars and Stripes or two.
The majority of tourists passing through 
Sidney are from the United States and it 
wouldn’t put a tremendous strain on Canadian 
unity to make visitors feel welcome by flying an 
American flag.
Businessmen kick and scream at the potential 
loss of revenue to the town if the Anacortes- 
Sidney ferry link is abandoned. Yet, while 
tourists are still flowing through the town, little 
is done to attract this revenue source.
Furthermore, there are flags flying all alortg 
Beacon wharf, yef nary a'Stars and Stripes in 
; sight.
The Beacon Avenue wharf is an authorized 
; point of entry for pleasure craft, at least half of 
4 the vessels clearing customs being American 
? boats. Foreign boaters would likely feel much 
; more inclined to take a walk up Beacon Avenue 
J if they were encouraged by the flutter of their 
f flag in the air.
In stark contrast consider the sunset ceremony 
at Roche Harbour, Washington, a nightly 
ceremony involving both Canadian and 
I American flags.
" The flags are lowered and folded ac- 
Gompanied by national anthems of both 
countries by a flag lower team. Cannons fire, 
boaters crowd the docks to watch and as comic 
relief one of the flag crew regularly falls in the 
drink w'hile performing his duty.
The owner of the Roche Harbour resort which 
sponsors the event says all dinner reservations 
; are clustered around dusk and diners request 
I windowSeats to better observe the proceedings;
The resort owner says the flag poles were 
I taken from one of the old ships that served the 
t Island, circa 1906, and are located on a pier 
1 which is adjacent to the gas dock at the resort .
, " ■ Complete silence is observed throughout the 
cferemonyl There is ho service whatsoever in the
rm.ICO.
rrrTT i
COULD Be REGAmep... thecokiveHibmce-??
IMPROVISE'PARKING
JUST F0R&6T ABOUT LIMBS OM
lTRESTREET AMP..,
VALET PARKIf^E? seems the ideal
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Sidney chamber of 
commerce is upset at being 
portrayed as the instigator 
of parking troubles along 
Beacon Avenue.
Chamber president Hank 
Vissers said that although 
the switch to parallel from 
angle parking was 
favoured, the chamber has 
prepared an overall parking 
scheme for the town which 
council has not followed.
“The change to parallel 
parking was only one 
segment of an overall plan 
to provide adequate 
parking facilities in Sid­
ney,” he said. Council 
picked up on the parallel 
parking aspect of the plan 
and ignored the rest of the 
chamber of commerce 
proposals.
The chamber is con­
cerned about parking in 
Sidney and about shoppers 
in Sidney, he said and we 
will continue to put 
pressure on town council to 
get on with the job of 
providing adequate 
downtown parking.
“The membership was in 
favour of the change to 
parallel parking and of 
providing adequate parking 
in town and as a result the 
chamber is in the position 
of backing parallel 
■ parking,” he said.
People who are upset 
about the change should
have seen the crunch 
coming and joined the 
chamber and voiced their 
opposition two years ago, 
Vissers said.
The function of the 
chamber of commerce is to
get people together to work 
out the problems of 
businesses, he stiid. The 
individuals involved in the 
chamber over the past two 
years have never been 
opposed to the switch
0
WEATHER SUMMARY FOR THE WEEK ENDING JULY 3. 1977 
Victoria Intornotionol Airport
Temperotures 
Moximum (July 8) 















Record Max. (July 6/58) 30.0°C
Meon Min. 10.7°C
RecordNormal (July 5/77) 4.8°C 
Mean Normal 15.8®C
Normal Precip. 425.0mm
Meterological for week ending • 
July 10. 1977
Max. Temp. (July 8/77) 22°C
Min. Temp. (July 4 S 5/77) 07
Min. on gross (July 4/77) 1»C
Precipitation 6.4 mm
Total Precipitation 219.3mm 
Sunshine 60.2hr^.
THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you through the courtesy of
I ^hohwhiU mm,
656-6421
new and used ® sail and power ® 
10431 Resthaven
Ccorner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR
Thu. 0130 9.8 0925 2.3 1755 10.2 2205 8.9,
Fri. 0205 9.8 1005 2.0 1815 10.4 2250 8.8
Sat. 0250 9.7 1030 1.9 1835 10;5 2330 8.5;
Sun. 0350 9.5 1105 2.0 1910 10.6
Mon. 0020 8.1 0435 9.2 1150 2.3 1930 10.6
Tue. 0105 7.6 0525 8.8 1225 2.8 1950 10.7
Wed. 0150 6.9 0625 8.4 1250 3.5 2020 10.7
Letters To Anglican Church o( CanadaPARISH OF SOUTH SAAHICH
resort and even the telephones are taken off the
£The resort at Roche Harbour flies the 
American, Washington State, English and 
Canadian flags plu^ a special Roche Harbour 
iensign.
i Wliat a great thrill it must be for a Canadian 
11 boater to pull into Roche Harbour after a long 
;i journey to see the Canadian flag proudly flying. 
|{ \Vhat an incentive to stay and to return again to 
; watch the beautiful sunset ceremony involving 
j: the flags of our two nations.
: If the chamber of commerce, local caterers 
land businesses dependant on the tourist trade 
want to generate some trade and promote 
II friendy relations and return visits common 
^ reciprocal courtesy is a good place to begin.
American boaters see the ceremony for the 
Canadian flag in Roche Harbour yet vdien they 
venture a few miles across the strait they see no 
representation at all of their country.
In no way are we suggesting a full blown flag 
ceremony complete with pipe band and rifle 
corps but a well maintained American flag 
conspicuously placed would tend to slow 
American tourists down enough to look at their 
flag and feel more at ease in a foreign country.
. .''S'.
Civic responsibility
With the untimely passing of Douglas Cook 
the community has lost a man to whom civic 
responsibility meant devoting a large pan of his 
life to public causes. In World War ll he served 
his nnlivc couniry as a front line infantryman; 
t hat fo im 0 f scr vi ce he con (i nued in h is ad opted 
land with many years as an officer in the 5th 
Independent Batiery, Royal Canadian ArtiUcr 
(Militia). During those years he was very active 
also in the Gub and Scouting movement and in 
jiivenilc soccer. When these activities diminished 
slightly, he found time to .serve two terms as a 
Trustee of Sidney Waterworks District and two 
terms as an Alderman for North Saanich, in 
addition to participation on various other public 
bodies, All this was over and above his regular 
employment with the Federal Agricultural 
Station. And yet, first and foreuio.st, Doug 
Cook was a family man, ■
He set an example which should long be 
remembered 'and, hope,'born in mind by 
those who may think they do not have the time 
to devote to their civic rc.sponsjbiliilcs.
PHOMy yANmitS
CentrnI Saanich police 
arc Investigating the 
disappearance , over , the 
prcviotts;,, ';weekend , of , « 
lekphone from an of lice in 
Ihlr, Newton Junior 
Secondary School.
The phone, fawn In color 
wtih tffii nf mwh hiiifnn^
had been "Cleanly cut .off 
from its corA h was inside 
a locked office mside a 
locked building. Nothing 
cbe l»ad ken Molch 
Police are on the lookout 
for someone walking 
around with a phone
Editor,
The Review, Sir:
The members of the 
Sidney Days ’77 Committee 
would be most appreciative 
if you would include in your 
paper the names of the 
many people who assisted 
in the planning and staging 
of Sidney Days ’77. It was 
through their contributions 
of time and effort that the 
day ran so smoothly and 




Tupper, Mrs. Bambi Stiles, 
Saanich Peninsula C.B. 
Club,-Lynn Brown, Norma 
Stiles.
R.C.M.P. (patrol and 
traffic direction).
Thorne and Lennon 
Electric, Sidney Rentals’, 
Resthave Store.
Alderman Jim Lang, Ray 
Lamont, J.E. Sowerby, ’5,
’6, ’7 Club (providing cars).
St.. John’s Ambulance, 
CJVl, CFAX, CKDA & 
Television Channel 10.
Sidney Review.
Len Bland, RonaFluney, 
Bob Jeffs, Doreen Jeffs, 





C. Harvey, Hank Vissers, 
Nicolson family (Dorothy, 
Don, Kristine, Mary Anne), 
Jock Low, Paula Bonneau, 
Midora Nicholson, Dawn 
Nicholson.
Bluebird Corps, Sidney 
Kinsrnent Twirlers, Nancy 
Thornton-Trump, Alisa 
Horlh, Senior Citizens’ 
Hawaiian Group, Mrs. 
Maureen Carter and 
Colleen.
Tony Eng.
and everyone who 
assited, contributed, or 




(Secrcltiry, Sidney Days’ 
Committee)
Editor,
The Review, Sirs 
May I comment on the 
recent letter published from 
Mr. David Price of 
Brentwood in which he was 
rather severely critical of 
the changes being made in 
tire service and provision of 
tltc water supply in his area. 
Mr. Price protests “the 
arbitrary placement of a 
$6.00 levy on liis water bill 
this month.”
The Brentwood Water 
District was dis,solved by 
the provincial government 
and all of its assets turned 
over to the Municipality of 
Ccnttral Saanich.
The $6.00 charge on his 
v.-atcr bill war hot mad? by 
the Capital Region District.
The Capital Region 
Dislrkt wa.s given the 
function of providing a 
reliable supply of water to 
the municipalities who still 
diitribute it to their tax­
payers.
The Capital Region 
District k at pfc«sc(it
the Dawson Reservoir and 
Quarry Lake for water 
storage. To date, at Quarry 
Lake the pump and the 
electric motor have had to 
be rebuilt and a new 
chlorinator installed at an 
approximate cost to the 
whole peninsula of $4,000.
The Dawson Reservoir 
took the considerable ef­
forts of Gary Rodgers and 
the C.R.D. to stop the leaks 
in the tank. In the current 
year, the C.R.D. has paid 
the debt due of $5,000. 
These expenses are met by 
taxpayers of the whole 
peninsula, hence the credit 
rebate which the 1,000 
Brentwood Water District 
people have received.
The Brentwood W'ater 
District Trustees carried out 
a very competent service to 
its members but all other 
people on the peninsula 
were not so fortunate and it 
was a very necessary 
government decision that 
consolidation of water 
services should take place 
and an assured supply of 
clean water be made 
available to all peninsula 
residents.
The Peninsula Water 
Commission was appointed 
to represent the residents of 
the Peninsula and are all 
informed and involved in 
local affairs. All financial 
commitments have to be 
examined and approved by 
this commission before any 
funds can be spent by the 
C.R.D. and taxes or rales 
can only be imposed to 
recover money already 
spent with the commission’s 
authority.
1 share Mr. Price’s 
concern on increasing taxes 
but in this case it is un­
founded.
The engineering staff at 
C.R.D, in the past six 
months have done a 
tremendous job in 
organizing the half dozen 
different .scrvicc.s, sources 
and units into one grouping 
where wntcr can be directed 
to any part of the Penin­
sula, as well ns providing a 
temporary hook-up to the 
Victoria water mains. A 
glance nl the low level of 
Elk Lake and tlie mess of 
weeds and algae at tlie west 
side will point up tiic need.
The depletion of the 
various municipal wells 
througlioui the pcnihsula 
made quick action 
necessary. Wc are very 
fortunate in our situation 
now because these actions 
were taken.
The C.R.D. had thi,s 
r c 5 p 0 n 5 i b i 1 i t y i rn p oc d
tipon tlicm. Tlie engineering 
staff particularly have had 
to cope 'With many 
problems and some of ns 
cUwcf to the scene realize 
this. They deserve our 
thanks, they certainly don't 
need a kick in the teeth!





heavily on the fact that 
most people like myself 
look forward to reading 
letters to the Editor, I am 
taking the liberty on this 
occasion to mention an 
important event to take 
place in Sidney on July 
2isi, namely the Rotary 
sponsored Red Cross Blood 
Donor Clinic at Sanscha 
Hall.
In other words, besides 
reading this letter and also 
noting the advertisement 
appearing in this same copy 
of The Review, 1 am asking 
everyone to get the word 
around about this im­
portant upcoming event.
Of course, there will be 
the usual posters displayed 
in -stores and offices in 
Sidney and Brentwood, also 
at marinas and local in 
dustries where people are at 
work, and many folks will 
be receiving phone calls as 
well.
But it goes without saying 
there is always an ever­
present and critically urgent 
need for this precious gift 
of life, and speaking 
personally as one who not 
long ago suffered the loss of 
a very close relative, 1 
appeal lo every potential 
donor to ensure the 
response on July 21st will 







A letter front Herbert 
Shield last issue overlooks 
one from F.A. Thornlcy 
that was printed ilte 
previous week, along with 
the commented one of E,l 
Howey's. If Thornlcy's 
letter was correct, then first 
things should conic first, 
The Uowey letter then 





in order to make iny own 
personal views cleiir to the 
public, let me say that 1 
knew the Pandora box was 
being, opened when this 
parking subject wa.s 
brought to council once 
ag.iin, but in Marcli of tliis 
year wlien it was preseriicd, 
it was witli prejudice on one 
side. Nevertheless, the 
evidence and the facts were 
favorable to lulopi piirallcl 
parking. After inquiring 
and delving into the matter, 
r find that those who 
recommended parallel 
parking are, on the whole, 
not afit'cied by the cliaugc 
and those affected did not 
have a voice. It leaves me to 
luMieve that the business 
faction in Sidney is of two 
voices and two directions, 
leaving tlie conneil in a hell 
of a dilenirnn to provide 
honest and fair 
deliberation.
Since the bioiness people 
of any city of town arc an 
organiz.ation of prominent 
respectable people with a
powerful' clout’ in deciding 
ventures of their affairs, 
they also provide positive 
guidance and constructive 
recommendations to their 
council. Realizing that the 
Chamber of Commerce is 
the organization that 
represents the business 
people with an open pipe 
line to council, then why 
isn’t it representing the 
majority of businesses and 
why, as a matter of 
courtesy, was the parking 
proposal not presented to 
its confreres before being 
introduced to council?
I’ll admit council was 
remiss in putting the cart 
before the horse—not first 
offering an alter­
native—and also for not 
stating at the onset that it 
was a trial period.
, Fortunately, most times, 
in our democratic society, 
things can be reversed 
before an injustice is done, 







In your last edition you 
published an interesting and 
revealing letter from Mr. 
Sherwood. It ; was in­
teresting in the way it 
followed his political 
party’s “line” and it 
revealed sonic things that I 
am sure he did not intend to 
disclose. Under even . 
elementary scrutiny many 
of liis arguments fall apart, 
and he has attempted to put 
the blame for any future 
nuclear conflict upon 
nameless ‘‘military 
strategists.” Surely a man 
with his great grasp of the 
international situation 
knows that In both United 
States and Russia the 
ultimate decision to use 
nuclear weapons rest with 
the top level civilian 
auiliority!
Let's look at some of the 
points that he raises. In one 
instance lie claims support 
from tlie B.G, Teachers 
Federation protest against 
Trident. It is not surprising 
tluit a .socialist Inclined 
group like the BCTI' 
followed the party line, but 
to use a BCTF action in 
support of ills argument is 
qn a par with using your 
nioilier ns a character 
reference,
Tin; Victoria and Van­
couver Councils of 
Churches, albeit worthy 
groups, arc by their make 
u|:> cornmitteil to oppo;te all 
u.uiikc uigmii/iiliulis, 
regardless of the fact that 
some such orgauizaiions arc 
fundamental lo coniimiina 
freedom of expression now 
enjoyed by the Councils. It 
would behoove the men of 
the elotli to re-check wh.ii 
happened lo freedom of 
religion in Russia before 
they decide to lake sides in 
another protest,
Vancouver City Council
Sunday, July 17 
ST. MARY’S 
9:30 a.m. Matins
Wednesday, July 20 
10:00 a.m. Holy
Communion 
\ , ST. STEPHEN’S 
11:15 a.m. Holy
Communion 
Rev. Ivan Futter 
652-2812
we found it I
SIDNEY FOURSQUARE GOSPEL CHURCH
9925 FIFTH ST., SIDNEY, B.C.
PASTOR MONTY F. MOORE 
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Our Lady Of The 
Assumption
7726 W.Snmilcb Road
Sill 111 day Mass 8:00 p.m. 
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Alcohol counsellor in Sidney 
Wednesday afternoons
'^HE FRIENDLY LION answering questions from the Lion’s club booth 
at All Sidney Day. ______ _______________________ '
A counsellor from the 
Drug and Alcohol 
Rehabilitation Society in 
Victoria now spends 
Wednesday afternoons in 
Sidney to assist local social 
service representatives with 
alcohol related problems.
Barry Murphy, a 45- 
year-old retired navy man, 
is the counsellor assigned to 
the area. His services were 
requested by the probation 
office, who had people 
referred to them often on 
impaired driving charges, 
that needed this particular 
type of counselling, and by 
the Saanich Peninsula 
Guidance Association who 
would become aware of 
alcohol problems in 
families.
Alcohol counselling in 
the navy was Murphy’s 
occupation immediately 
befo.''e his retirement in 
1974. From there he began 
working part-time for the 
Alano Club as a counsellor 
and then full-time with 
DARS, since 1975.
With DARS in Victoria, 
Murphy sees alcoholics or 
as he defines them people 
who have a problem, any 
type of problem, with 
alcohol; who are referred to 
the society. These referrals 
often come from the 
person’s employer, the 
police or a family member.
Because of this these people 
are all under some kind of 
pressure to quit using 
alcohol.
“Unless alcohol is a 
problem you are not likely 
to do anything about it’’, 
said Murphy, “so it helps to 
have a little pressure on our 
people.
“We like to see a man 
come down here with his 
wife, his boss, his doctor, 
anyone who can help him 
see the problem,’’ said 
Murphy.
“I don’t know, its one of 
those illnesses that unless 
they’re backed into a 
corner, they refuse to face 
it,’’ he said.
How do you know you 
are an alcoholic? According 
to Murphy it depends on if 
it is a problem to you and 
how you feel about it.
“1 ask people how they 
feel about it the next day,’’ 
he said. If they feel guilty, 
depressed or if they lie 
about their drinking, it is an 
indication of a problem.
Alcoholics often have a 
poor self-image, said 
Murphy and they may be 
unable to handle 
frustration.
His counselling 
techniques sound easy but 
as he points out; how the 
alcoholic reacts depends 
upon his realization of the
W---
s;..- LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
>| jContinued from Page 4 
3_si held up as sterling 
r^xample with their support 
fbf the protest. No, you 
fqbn’t have to be “pink’’ to 
^support the Trident protest 
jjj-but it helps -, being a
Direct from Reno ”1 

















4680 Elk Lake Drive 
6.58-5231
politician in search of votes 
for some future election will 
do equally well. Trident 
protesting must be running 
a close second to opposition 
to “sin” as a 
“Motherhood” vote getting 
project.
In regard to SOCRED 
Shelford’s anti-Trident 
motion on the Order Paper 
of the BC Legislature, 
would it be by accident or 
design that Sherwood 
conveniently forgot to state 
that* the co-author, sharing 
equal responsibility, was 
Bob Skelly" the NDP 
member' for the Alberni 
riding? I make no apologies 
for Shelford because I’m 
not a card-carrying 
SOCRED, however, 1 
understand that he may 
have seen the error of his 
ways and 1 certainly would 
not bet on the motion 
receiving the approval of 
the House.
Next we have, “Millions 
of innocent civilians 
acquired a close un­
derstanding of the in­
ternational situation at the 
businc.ss end of a bomb”. 
Now that, if over 1 read it, is 
rubbish! 1 have extensive
first hand experience on 
both the giving and 
receiving ends of bombs, 
and on the reactions of my 
compatriots, and if there 
was one thing farthest from 
our minds in every instance 
it was the “international 
situation”. Fear, self- 
preservation, yes; but 
“international situation”, 
definitely not. Being 
bombed conjured up many 
emotions, but to credit it 
with educational powers 
concerning the; in­
ternational situation is 
stretching things beyond the 
wildest limits. . ,
Sherwood goes on to 
state that, “The Trident 
project represents a 
significant escalation in the 
nuclear arms race and a 
definite threat to the 
current balance of power 
that can only bring us 
closer to the possibility of 
nuclear holocaust”. If 
Sherwood really believes 
that the Trident project 
tipping the .scales in favour 
of the Americans is a 
“definite threat”, then he 
has chosen to ignore the 
facts. The United States 
stopped “the most costly
war in mankind’s history” 
with atomic Weapons 32 
years ago, and despite great 
provocation in Cuba, 
Korea, and Viet Nam has 
refrained from using them 
ever since, depending rather 
on the potential of superior 
weapons to .maintain the 
peace.
If you can’t trust the 
Americans, who can you 
trust? American govern- 
menta! systems, flaw’ed 
though they may be, are 
infinitely preferrable to the 
alternatives. Keeping the 
scales tipped in favour of 
the Americans brings us no 
closer now to nuclear 
holocaust than we have 
been since the Soviets 
acquired the weapons, and 
the chances of initiation by
problem. Murphy said, “1 
try to get them to look at 
themselves and to see the 
problem itself and to decide 
on the solution to the 
problem.”
For Murphy, that 
solution is to completely 
quit drinking. “Once 
they’ve lost control of their 
drinking habits, 1 think it’s 
impossible for them to 
continue any kind of social 
drinking,” he said.
Who has problems with 
alcohol? Just about any 
kind of person, according 
to Murphy. At present there 
are about three males to one 
female who come to him 
with a drinking problem. 
Housewives, to business 
executives to teenagers can 
all be affected.
Half of his counselling 
time is spent talking to 
relatives of the alcoholic. 
He sayd, “They have their 
own guilts and problems 
understanding the problems 
their husband, wife or 
parent is going through.”
Murphy is in Sidney 
every Wednesday af­
ternoon. Anyone may see 
him after making an ap­
pointment by calling the 
Saanich Peninsula 
Guidance Association.
In the beginning of 
September an alcohol 
awareness week will be 
held. From September 12 to 
16 each day a different 
topic will be highlighted. 
These topics include 
Alcohol and: You, Youth, 
Industry, Treatment and 
the Law.
Prices Effective:
Wed. to Sat. 
July 13 to 16
In Your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store. 





C.S. zoning blocks 
staff quarters
American fingers is no 
greater now than it has ever 
been. However, it is those 
firm and steady fingers on 
the triggers that keeps us 
out of concentration 
camps.
I know that I will not 
have changed Mr. Sher­
wood’s beliefs and I am 
equally certain that he can’t 
change mine. However, Mr. 
Editor, 1 hope 1 have i en­
couraged some of your 
readers to check behind the 
propoganda that is 
showered upon them by 
those who would have us 
damn our friends and 
undermine the alliance that 
keeps us free. •
Yourstruly, 
E.L. Howey.
1495 Land’s End Road.
Central Saanich zoning 
and sub-division committee 
denied a request made on 
behalf of a property owner 
for permission to convert a 
garage into a domicile for 
domestic staff on a large 
residential estate.
No provision currently 
exists for separate domestic 
staff dwelling on RE 2 
zoned property, and to 
grant permission would 
entail amending the by-law 
the committee was in­
formed.
Although there are 
several non-conforming 
instances of cottages on 
older residential estates, the 
committee was reluctant to 
allow such separate 
dwelling be built because 
the differences between 
domestic help domiciles, 
guest cottages, rented 
accommodation, and 
ultimate sub-division were 
very slight and could be 
gradual through a suc­
cession of owners.









Town house. French Cut or Cut Green. 
Fancy. ^ J J Qf)
14 fl.
oz. tin ^ for
•: ClfMiE :
Thursday-July 14 - 7 p.m. I
Peninsula Scene
Daycare for Senior Citizens. Film & Panel 
Discussion.
7:00 p.m. Peninsula Scene - Daycare for 
Senior Citizens Film & Panel Discussion. 
8:30 p.m. Canada Works Up-Date.
9:00 p.m. Hornets Football Game followed 
by Sermonette Kev. R. Mann.
Monday- July 18 f
7 p.m. Peninsula Scene - Peninsula Arts & 
'Crafts Disptlay. .
7 :30 p.m. Panorama Leisure Centre Tour. 
8:30 p.m. Local Sports Event. 
\0:QLiy).m.Sermonette
I Fruit
CocktailTuna RshSea Trader. _ „ ^
r. »V, I Town house. Fancy , 



































ill recreation inforinadon 656-7271 
WELCOME TO THE NE W CENTRE
I’eniiisula Rceroaiiou olliccs liavc uuncU to ilic new I’ANORAMA LbISUKIi 
CF.NTRE! The big day Ibr opening the centre is gelling nearer. Wc are ac­
cepting applications for all Centre stalT- see our want ads lor more details. 
PRC GITices are on the second flooi at the Centre; corne in the front door, 
turn right aiui come u|r the siaiis, l or those of you who want tlie exact ad­
dress: 1885 Forest Park Drive (one block down from McTavish off East 
Saanich Road, nest to the Agi ieulliiral Experimental I’arm), See you there!
ICE CREAM, EATINf; (TJNTEST;; ; , .
Don’t miss the challenge of the century to take place in front of the Canada 
Sal'eway Store in the lleaeon I’la/a at 12 Noon. .Saturday, July 16th. The 
Sidttcy Teen Activity.(.Ironp is competing against the Penimmla Recreation 
Commission- tIte cliallengc: IC’1‘ ('REAM EA I ING, Tlie first prize • a hook on 
mill it inn A fit ness, an economy hot tie of a Ik a seltzer ,tnd.,,a gallon of ice 
cream.*C'lo'od luck!
Pl,AV<';Hm:iNDN,E\VS ^ o..
The fun and noise emaiiaiing these days from Sidney, Gieeitglades Deep Cove 
A; North Saanich Schools is the happy noise of the PRC’ Creative Summer 
Playgrouitds. It's not too late to join for Giildteu age S to 12. for more in- 
formtnion, call ns tit 656'7271, fherc is no charge for this programme.
FAMILY NUaiT AT SIDNEY .SCHOOL '
Another m* charge prograinnie tins summer is ilie 1 amily I jin Night at Sidney 
School, Tuesdays, 6:.IU to 8:15 f*.M, l•.vt,■tyo^e’s welcome for all types of 
events, iiicludiiit), siiuare dancing and gym aciiviiic;»,.,(.''mon out with the 
entire family, including grandparenss,
' S.T.A.C. News
Parkland School Gym open every I ues,, Wed, A; T hins, 12 noon to A p.m.
Tennis cour ts available loo!
■ ' ■ if ■
Well. 1.3 ■— T rip to Sidney Spit. Return Lvi. 15 ■■ Meet at Sidney wharf 11) a.m. 
MembersSE Non-membcrsS2, Clubhoiiseopendto lOp.m,
ITiiirs, 14—- Swim at Durraiicc Lake - meet at clubhouse at 12 noon.
C'lubliousc upeu 7 to E’M'.'ii.
FrI. 15 —CTiihhouseopenDiioou-4 p.m. & 7 to lOp.iri,
Sal. 16 — CTuhhnuse open 12 noon lo 4 p.m,”lcc-Crcam Eniiin; 
CoivU'si” - S.T.A.G. vs, P.U.C. 12 noonat Safeway. Clubhouse open 7 to 10 
p m.
•'ALI. .SOOKE DAYS” - tneel at the (Tuhlioiise at 10 a.m. Clubhouse 
closed.
Mini. 18 — riubhouse closed.
T'nes, 19*—(Tubbouseopendto lOp.rn.
WetL 20 — dubhouse open 4 to If) p rn, All ”1 ong Herieh” Campers meet 
with AI L. gear and consent form at 7 p.m.
Iced Tea |Toifiatb Jyicel
lyi iX i House. Fang
Guest. 24 dz. tin iQuali^. 48 ft. ih. tin
$|75j CO*!:






. A.......... V V'a.
ilif
COLD PACK GANNER
Wire rack holds up to 7 jars. Blue
B enamelled finish. 17 qt. 8 oz. capacity. 8V2" depth.BEG. 11.95
FREEZERBAGS
BLANCHER/COOKER
Also use for a deep fryer, 
spaghetti cooker, steamer. Blue 
enamel. 7 qt. capacity. ■
REG. 11.75 H
SUG AR BAGS
6.C. Giowrt. Great for Potato Salad.
Pkg. of 25-quart 
size.
REG. .55
^ iCai pkgsn ii













^ PRICES EFFECTIVE: Thursday, July 14 to Saturday, duly 16.
ilL Ji ^ ili
Wfiani .jyWk 1IL..JIIM iLrii . Srotc tiours; 8;3fl-AAU — Mon,-Sm, ^
• oven 292 STORES SEBVINQ THE WEST -
I'.;
READ ALL ABOUT IT! FOUR GREAT DAYS QM





























H Hocliseo miWiTOte, T-'oi'Oi'ic"
BASSET’S








THIS COUPON IS WORTH
ANY COSMETIC PURCHASE OF $5.00 
OR OVER
(EXCLUDING RED TICKET ITEMS)
VALID UNTIL JULY 16/77 
AT
OROO MART
THIS COUPON IS WORTH
FOSTER GRANT 
SUNGLASSES
ADD OTHER NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS 
(EXCLUDING CHILDREN'S GLASSES)
LIMIT 1 PAIR PER COUPON




. lll^l^HtDRINAU lABlHS U S P
vryi wOlcICOMPfliMISOf OWUHYORiNMf USP
O'tina v(.(<i't,iiCAg








ALSO AVAILABLE IN; "
LONG ACTING CAPSULES ID’S .
6RAV0L LIQUID 75 ML . . . . 




J PRICES IN EFFECT UNTIL SATURDAY, JULYf
Spswtaaiar Savings Tliis Week.










ROLL-ON 1.5 FL. OZ.
IM ing lOB 1.37 69«
r
THIS COUPON IS WORTH
]
HAWAIIAN TROPIC
TANNING LOTION OR 0IL8FL 0Z.
FXAMPl.F: REG. RETAIL $3.75 
LESS COUPON $2.75 ,:
VALID UNTIL JULY 16/77
' m . mmmmm
DROG BVaai
THIS COUPON IS WORTH
COLOR PRINT FILM PROCESSING
Hriiig ihiK coupon with yoiii oxposert film uii(5 
!>.ivo $1 00 on .(tevnioping and pnntinfl chaigos
• r.niipon v.Tlid lot ;iny nl.'innRid r.nlnr print 
(lim
• Ollm (,*»|)iic'j July 01 /77
• limit one roll per coupon
DlAii lt Coupon rnuct brj attached to outside, 






• BABY SHAMPOO 
350 ML & 100 ML MORE CHILD OR ADULT TOOTHBRUSHES
TAMPAX'
RE6. & SUPER 
40’S
■'BAM ''




"Spccinls Hot Avpilfible 
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One thousand year old Douglas Firs on Ardmore golf course
Oldest tree to be used in Christmas celebration
:OMGRATULATI©MS
!>: Mr. RALPH THOMPSON,
11099 TRILLIUM PLACE,
SIDNEY, B.C.
Mr. Thompson was thewinner of a new $200.00 suit 
in our store opening draw held June 30th.
Wc invite all the non-winners to come and 
.see our new collection of summer and fall





Itnires F®r IMeis 6564<3s
ENJOY THE SUN... 
ENJOY YOUR TAN...
: CociiMiia Tanning Cri-im.- 
p \wt. It is rich with cofoa 
tor to uioistvirizo sour skin 
1 holp tlio smi turn it a 
Doth (loop hrowii.
oroina contains a superior 
■cninj' ationt to liolp keep out 
mini ra> s, so \'ou may rolicx 
the knowlocigo tliat you are 
ting a "s;iio", comloitahle tan.
tli Cocroma Tanning Creme 
tan comes fast - it’s rich and
dark, and it even 
liard-to-tan skin.
I’orks
BORING through the tree took sometime 
because the drill would become clogged and
h».., *-x>»**'v^S5
would have to be removed and then re­
inserted.
Let your skin drink up Cocrema 
before it drinks up the sun. It 
doesn’t wash ofl'easily nr sfciin.
Cocrema is avaihable in Tan­
ning Creme, Lotion or Oil - 
clioose the one you prefer.
For a deep, be.autiful bin that 





Recent guests at the home 
of Mrs. Kaia Anderson, 
Malaview Ave., were Mrs. 
Anderson’s cousins from 
Norway, Mrs. O. Woll of 
Sjovegan and Mrs. A. 
Klaastad of Oslo. These 
lovely ladies from Norway 
added to our Sidney Days 
by taking part in our parade 
wearing their native dress. 
Accompanying them in the 
parade was Mrs. Roald 
Anderson, Sidney.
'EVER CHANGING, ALWAYS LOVELY ... SPRING, SUMMER, AUTUMN ... OPEN EVERY DAY 9 A.M.
Known throughout the world tor their incredible beauty Developed Iroiri an abandoned cement quarry, they're actually 6 
gardens in one , . English Rose, fabulous Sunken, stalely Italian, quaint Japanese. Lake Garden lealuring the Ross 
Fountains m their spectacular 'Ballet lo the Stars", and the great Stage Show Garden. See them again after dark.L. 
: Considered by , many to be even more beautiful under the romantic night lighting .. . . sparkling stage entertainment 
i (July. August). Resiaurant open 11 a.m, to,7r30 p.m,Continuous collee bar service. Free parking lor trailers, campers." 
•etc;, while visiting Gardens. Fof tree brochures write: The Butchan Gardens. Bo* 4010. Postal Station "A'', Vicloha. 
Biitish Columbia. . . : ■
Two very large, very old 
Douglas Firs on Ardmore 
Golf Course were bored 
recently by Canadian 
Forestry Service technicians 
in an attempt to discover 
their exact age.
The trees are expected to 
be about one thousand 
years old. The largest one 
situated at the beginning of 
the seventh hole had a 
diameter of over nine feet.
Wally Du Temple, owner 
of the course, explained he 
wanted to know the age of 
the trees because he was 
planning a gigantic 
Christmas celebration that 
would include the oldest 
tree. In honour of the 
Queen’s Silver Jubilee, the 
golf course intends to 
decorate the oldest and 
largest Christmas tree in the 
world.
As well as dating the 
trees, Du Temple is looking 
for a volunteer electrician 
to help design the lighting 
system and someone willing 
to climb the tree.
The forestry Service crew 
is on the island, at the 
moment, to do other 
forestry related studies and 
agreed to do the boring and 
then determine the age.
The boring is done by 
inserting a drill with a 
specially designed bit at­
tached to a long extension 
that holds the core. The 
technique is very similar to 
well drilling but it is done 
horizontally rather than 
vertically.
The forestry crew at­
tempted to drill, in one 
continuous motion, right 
through the tree but when 
the bit went through one of 
the rotten areas often found 
in old trees; the bit had to 
be cleaned and re-inserted.
The equipment they had 
was not quite long enough 
to bore through the tree but 
the age can be estimated by 
having only half the 
diameter of the tree.
The core will be sent to 
the Vancouver office of the 
service and the age and
history of the tree will be 
determined there.
According to the forestry 
service technicians quite a 
large amount can be learned 
from studying these cores.
Weather conditions and 
natural occurances like land 
slides and earthquakes can 
be seen in the tree’s annual 
rings. The tree’s age is 
learned by counting the 
rings, one for each year.
Du Temple expects to 
hear about the tree’s age 
and history in the next few 
days and will continue his 
Christmas plans then.
THIS IS A SMALL PIECE OF THE CO/2E taken from the Ardmore 
Golf .Course tree thought to be about a thousand years old. In the
photograph, the lines visible on the, sCore are part o f the tree ’ s ann ual 
rings.
& INVENTORY









At its Monday night 
regular meeting, Central 
Saanich council granted 
local Indian bands their 
reque.st for the use of 
Centennial Park on July 23 
and 24, but refused a 
request to use it on the 
Labour Day weekend as the 
park will be in demand by 
other people as well on that 
weekend.
For the past two years, 
Centennial Park has been 
used by local Indian Bands 
for their annual softball 
tournament during one 
weekend. This year they 
requested lo u.sc the park 
for this purpose on the 
week end of July 23 and 24, 
with an estimated at­
tendance of 1,000 people. 
However, this year they 
also requested to use the 
park for a larger tour­
nament (approximately 
2,000 in attendance) on the 
weekend of September 
and 4.
Since Centennial Park 
will likely be in great 
demand by other people 
ahso during Labour Day 
weekend, which is also 
Saanichton Fair time, 
council considered that this 
.second request ought to be 
refused.
Clarkson - Bickford
A pretty summer wed­
ding was solmenized at the 
Brentwood United Church 
at 7 p.m., Saturday, June 
18th, when Rev. Adams 
joined together Donna Jean 
Bickford, younger daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. R.W. 
Bickford of 937 Marchant 
Road, Brentwood Bay, and 
Ronald Duncan Clarkson, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. James 
Clarkson of Campbell 
River. The wedding music 
was played by organist Bob 
Adams.
The brunette bride was 
lovely in her gown of white 
eyelet embroidery and veil 
misting from a Juliet cap 
decorated with red rose 
buds. Her bouquet was of 
white orchids, red rosebuds 
and baby’s breath, and for 
something' both borrowed
and old she wore a garnet 
necklace. Her matron of 
honour was her sister, Mrs. 
June Hiighson of Brent­
wood Bay, who wore a pale 
blue polyester gown and her 
bouquet was of white shasta 
daisies and yellow car­
nations.
The best man was the 
bridgegroom’s brother. 
Bob Clarkson of Campbell 
River, and the ushers were 
Bob Bickford of Kelowna, 
brother of the bride; and 
Allen Clarkson of Cam­
pbell River, brother of the 
bridegroom.
The reception was held at 
the Brentwood Community 
Club, where the toast to the 
bride was proposed by her 
uncle, Bill Schmidt of 
Victoria.
Leaving for their 
honeymoon in California 
the bride wore a white 
jumpsuit with red trim and 
jacket to match.
The newlyweds will make 
their home at 690 
Homewood Road, Cam­
pbell River.
Out-of-town guests were 
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Mr. and Mrs. Ernest 
Hepworth, London, Ont. 
were recent guests of their 






m FREE ESTimm CALL
llOSNOmPM 38S-4221








We Reserve the right lo limit Quantities
A 1972 Volkswagen wu.s 
damaged by a car that left 
the scene without reporting, 


















Save Gas S Money!!
GUARANTEED rO WORKI
GASMIZER
77ie lYaddllitf! Dof; Has Soincihlnn For Fveryoiie
^irie Food ^iriing^qom
Sl-RVlNCi SUl'ERH BRITISH CUrSlNL 
()peii .Seven Days .A Week 
RFSUHVATIONS Rl-COMMHNDFD
B3, B4, B7 or 95 each




i323 Boacon Mali 656-5115
'Ilic finglish Atmosphere
WaddllRtfOofl V
j Dining Lounge 
UK) I LSI t I'lANU & DANC ING ,
I VFRY FRIDAY & SATURDAY EVENING 
FAMILY BUFFET 
LUMCII & DIMMER DAILY 
SUNDAY FROM 5 P.m;
a)l I EESHOP 
OPEN 9 TO 9 DAll Y
AMliAICAN EXPSrSS » MASTrHCltARtil: • aiARCl'.X
I’ATIHCIAIIAYIIICIIWAY AT 
M'F. NliWrO.N CItOSSKOAD , ■ • 
.SAAMCirrON PHONE 652-1S46
j FRESH WHOLE "7
1 FRYING CHICKEN i.n./3




[ chicken WINGS ML # 3
LOCAL mm, 1
NEW IB 70^ 1
POTATOES A Wmis,# ^ 1
1 FRESH $1 39
I CHICKEN THIGHS i.hM
LOCAL /
LEHUCE : £/4 J I,
1 lUESH $ 11 29
j CHICKEN BREASTS mi 1
ICECREAM $^49
4 LITRE PAIL
1 uEsii $ 1 29




BACKS & NECKS iki 3
KRAFT cot
BAR-B Q SAUCE
CANADA GRADE A Ofl0
CROSS RIB ROAST i.n.ClU
POWDERED 5 i n. BOX 51 
DETERGENT *
j cue
I GROUND BEEF i.n.Bj
SUNRYPE
IlLUELAnLi; ,4Rn/ iki I
APPLE JUICE M l 1
1 SCHNEIDERS
1 SMOKED SAIJ.SAGE / IJ’I'
1 SALAMI, SUMMER, eA.# j PEPPERDMI ’ ^
vVLLCHPIJHL CI(10 1
GRAPE JUICE 1
E MvVITIES ^ ^
■ CREAM i»iit|/$100
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Chinese art simplistic
In trying to capture spirit
The peony is a symbol of 
beauty in Cliinese paintinj;. 
Aeeoiding to Charles Trott 
ladies are often shown 
holding the tlower.
Clrinese painting is a 
different type of expression 
said Trott comparing it to 
Western art which he said is 
either careful realism or 
eompleicly abstract.
He said, “This type of art 
isi simplistic, you’re not 
trying to capture realism as
you try to depict the spirit 
of the thing.
Chinese painting is 
simplistic and ‘ubdued. 
Trott said often his 
paintings used brighter 
colours to appeal to 
Western taste.
The brush strokes must 
be unhesitating, so 
therefore not only is the 
finished painting simpli.stic 
the method of doing it is 
also an art.
“It’s closely eonneeted to 
their form of writing,” said 
Trott who is very interested 
in Chinese culture although 
he is British. He can speak 
a little of the language and 
he has 10 Chinese God 
Children.
Trott studied painting 
with the late Stephen Lowe 
for four years.
Trott’s paintings are on 
display at Truffles art 
gallery from July 4 to 16.
Silver Threads rose show
(Sidney Silver Threads 
first rose show held at the 
Senior Citizens Centre, 
Riesthaven Drive: June 
20th, 1977. Open to senior 
citizens only. 98 entries.
Winners in the different 
classes:
■ Class 1 Yellow, or Yellow 
Blend. 1st. C. Mullins, 2nd 
Mrs. M. Bo^er, 3rd. Mrs. 
Ramond.
Class 2. White or Cream. 
1st. J. Rogers, 2nd. Mrs. 
Ramond, 3rd Ella Booth.
Class 3. “Peace”. 1st. 
Mr,. Beck, 2nd. Reg. 
Musket,, 3rd. J. Bosher.
Class 4. Pink or Pink 
blend. 1st. Mr. Dunford, 
2nd. J.,; Bosher, 3rd. ^ E. 
Dalzell.
Glass 5. Red. i St.‘ 
Hbw'ard, ' 2nd Reg. 
Muskett, 3rd. J. Bosher, 
"3rd..I. Rogers.
Class 6. any other colour. 
Mrs. Ramond, 2nd. Mrs. 
Keeping, 3rd. J. Rogers.
Class 7. Three varieties, 
1st. Mrs. Watkins, 2nd. 
Mrs. Keeping, 3rd. Mrs. 
Watkins.
Class 8. One stem small 
flowering. 1st. Mrs. 
Madsen, 2nd. J. Bosher, 
3rd. Stan Uren.
Class 9. One 
Florabunda. Ist. 
Ramond, 2nd Mr 
ford, 3rd. J. Bosher.
;Class 10. Collection of 
Roses. 1st. Mrs. Rolph, 
2i|d. Mrs. Aberdeen.
'Class 11. Collection of 
riorabunda. Isl. Mrs, 
A'berdcen, 2nd. Mrs. 
Keeping, 3rd, Mrs. Mahon. 




more varieties 1st. Mrs. 
Ramond, 2nd. Mrs. 
Keeping, 3rd. j. Bosher.
Best bloom in the show, 
Mrs. Watkins.
Judging by Jack Crosslev
Chairman of rose show. 
Jack Young.
Committee, Mrs. Marg 
Bosher, Mrs. Gladys 
McDicken, Mrs. Blanche 
Young, Ben Bosher.
Silver Threads
July 18 MONDAY -8:15 
a.m., Barkerville trip: 
9:00 a.m., centre open, 
cards, shuf fleboard, 
library , outdoor games,^arts 
& craft room open for 
members wishing to pursue 
their craft; noon, lunch; 
7:30 p.m., bingo.
July 19 TUESDAY - 9:00 
; a. m., centre open, cards, 
shuf fleboard, ’library,; 
' outdoor; ganies, arts <&! era ft 
room open for members 
wishing to pursue their 
craft; noon, lunch; 1:00 
p.m., whist; 7:00 p.m., 
games night.
July 20, WEDNESDAY - 
9:00 a.m., centre open, 
cards, shuffleboard,. 
library, outdoor games, arts 
& craft room open for 
members wishing to pursue 
their craft; noon, hot 
dinner; ! pi :00 p.m., 
discussion group; 2:00 
p.m., concert to be an­
nounced.
July 21 THURSDAY -
9:00 a.m., centre open, 
cards, shuffleboard, 
library, outdoor games, arts 
Si craft room open for
members wishing to pursue 
their craft; noon, lunch; 
1:00 p.m., bridge; 7:00 
p.m., crib.
July 22 FRIDAY - 9:00 
a.m., centre open, 9:30, 
podiatrist; cards, library, 
shuffleboard, outdoor 
games, arts cfe craft room 
open to members wishing to 
pursue their c^ft; ; noon, 
lunch; 2:bo p.m. jacko; 
7:00 p.m.,' evening cards.
July 23 SATURDAY - 
Open 1:00 p.m. to 7:00 
p.m. for drop-ins.
July 24 SUNDAY - Open 
1:(X) p.m. to 4:00 p.m. for 
drop-ins.
A few seats left on trip to 
Barkerville July 18-24.
Deposits taken on Reno- 
Las Vegas trip - Sept. 3-11.
Deposits taken on Long 
Beach-Wickanninnish Inn 
Sept. 19-22.
Deposits taken on 
Disneyland - Oct. 3 - 13.
Mystery Trip July 28th, 
Hurricane Ridge Aug. 11, 
Mariposa Glass Factory - 
Picnic & Market Sciuarc, 
Aug. 16.
Missing boats
Two stolen boats were 




j The only senior citizens 
• fishing and conservation 
i club for Vancouver Island 
; gOt under sail recently when 
i sixty seniors attended the 
first meeting at Silver 
, J lueails, Victoria,
Paula Poison, ihe 
groups’ co-ordinator and 
frshing instructor, told the 
niembers how they can gel 
involved and use their 
knowledge on conservation 
projects aiid outlined some 
ofibe fishing trips that have 
been arranged, The B.C. 
Wildlife Federation are the 
sponsoring body for the 
Vieioria Ciolden Rods TV 
Reels. Mr, Howard Englisli 
attended as their local 
lepiesetnativc and spoke 
abdut the fcdcr.uions in­
volvement in the Salmonid 
enhancentont program plus 
tlie cleaning and clearing of 
niany. ilvets itiid creeks tni 
Vancouver Island,
AVeeldy Instructions will 
' ■ biscn Tuesdays on
Taritnis fishing techniques 
as well as fly tying and boat 
handling plus film.s will l»c
■Ti0v,n vusciiug .» v.oiciy sif
topics from water safely to 
Outdoor edttcation. Buses 
are to be chartered to 
fnablc all ilic members to 
p.inkipateiu nshing,
derby will be field at Redder 
Bay in August. II looks like 
it eotdd be a whale of a 
lime. . ' -
LOW ELYimi
A mat A IT
Investigafiug a com- 
plai111, Central Saauich 
police observed ti bro'vu 
and wltiic Cessna 172 
aircraft, v.’iih its flaps 
down, circling the Sicily's X 
Road/Wallaee Drive area at 
a low allitiidc early hist 
Tlinrsday afternoon.
On checking witli ilic 
control tower nl Victoria 
Inienmiional .Mrpon, 




Gary Sawing of Victoria 
iiad a 14 fool aluminum 
boat taken from the 
governmenl wharf in 
Sidney Tuesday, Tlie boat 
liad blue wooden scat.s and 
a 20 horse power motor, its 
mtfrkings were 14K25378.
An orange Sporiyak II 
went mis.sing from Bob 
Whyte's niitrina abont 10 
days ago. The dinghy had 
been tied TO the rear of 
another boat and was not 
discovered missing nnlil 
Saturday.
R,(.TM,P. received a call 
from the Piers Island 
governmenl wharf, 
Saturday, reporting a 
Reinell boat abandoned at 
tin* wharf for three or four 
days. Police discovered it 
had been taken from 
Westport Marina, It had 
not been eliccked by it’s 
owner for about a month.
T bey were also iiifotnieil 
the pilot had filed it (light 
plan to carry otu some low 
level photography over this 
area :md had heeu clciired 
to do so.
On board the boat were 
seven five gallon tanks of 
gasoline. The tanks con- 
lainal vaiiuus arnoums of 
gasoline. R.C.M.P, are 
looking for the owner or 




The former Saaniclt 63
Skating Club has donated 
$2,.387.1.5 to Saanich 
I’enirisula Hccreaiion 
Commission foi purchase 




designaicrJ as a 
memorium to Leslie 
■fhomas Tlmrnley, former 
president of Saanich 63 
Skating Club, who passed 









Lfoid’s flC/BC Portable iadio
50% Poly - 50%Cotton. V-neck sleeveless - Novelty 
Prints. Size 8-16.





“Soft Touch”, fibre fill cups, nylon elastic sides & 
backs, stretch elastic underarm. Colours white & nude - 
32A 10 38B.
Reg. *350 1 97
Fitted- top .sheets 
& pillow cases— 
most discontinued 
lines
Ladies’ Nubby Aciylic Pullover






Final clcarance on most summer lines - excellent size 
range & fashions to suite you.
Reg. to *34®® value 
Now Special Retail 1497
Long Dresses
in many prints & plains. Final clearances
Values to *39®®
Special Retail
"Tender Tootsie” Halter T-Strap Sandals
Cusliion in,sole mod. wedge heel Size 5-9
Toddler Girls’ Pants
Poly & Cotton, half Boxer waist style pant. 
Assorted colors 2-3-3X.
Now 2®^
Girls’ 100% Cotton T-Shirts











Our finest line in no-iron~~^plain palierns- 









Men’s Wool & Polyester 
Blend Dress Pants














.Sburi Sleeve a.s.surimerit. 
Bine, maize, Beige, mint, 
■„ S-M. L.XLT
Entire stock, full size rgngc 
In latest fa.shion colors. 
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Outline of expanding Peninsula community services
Learn I® Drive 
• . . , The Right Way 
And receive a cheque for ’50.00 
from the Insuronce Corp. of B.C. 
on completion ond passing your 
rodd test.
New Course starting Wei^ month 
For information call 5984111
WINDSOR DRIVING SCmi
Wc now do in-car training in Sidney.
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
downtown,, spoclout £ 
modem rooms, coble 
color T.V., direct dial 
phones, oil with view 
boicbnios, free parking, 
complimentary coffee fi 
tea service, and best of 
oil — mostly with fully 
equipped kitchens that 
ollow you and your 
family to •n|oy sub* 
stantioi savings on 
breakfasts, lunches, 
snacks, cold drinks. Ice 
cubes £ other related 
expenses. Storting at 
only $18.00 single £ 
$4.00 for each additional 
guest 12 years of oge 
and over.
' For brochure and reservations write:
OTE: MMFAIR I^OTEL
845Hornby St.. Voncouver. B.C. V6Z 1V1 
or Phone area 604*687*6751
By AUDREY 
WINKENHOWER
There is a marked degree 
of community involvement 
on the Peninsula; many 
people have worked in­
conspicuously but with 
dedication for long periods 
of time. However, funding 
of community service 
programmes is a constant 
problem and much-needed 
services have recently had 
to shut down because of 
lack of support.
Services for older people 
in the Sidney area are 
centered on the Silver 
Threads organization at 
10030 Resthaven Drive, 
656-5537. Apart from the 
regular programme, which 
is outlined in the Sidney 
Review each week, the 
following services can be 
arranged on request.
TELEPHONE REAS­
SURANCE can be set 
up once the need is known, 
and also a visiting service 
for shut-ins.
People who are unable to 
write to their families and 
friends can get help in 
RECORDING CASSETTE 
TAPES to send to them.
TALKING BOOKS 
(records) are available on 
request for anyone with bad 
eyesight or reading dif­
ficulty.
The PUBLIC HEALTH 
NURSE is available once a 
month for health con­
sultations on request, and 
PODIATRIST Dr. S. Gillis 
visits once or twice a month 
for Silver Threads mem­
bers.
FREE LEGAL ADVICE 
has been offered by a 
recently-retired barrister 
and solisitor who lives 
locally, by appointment.
Cutting implements such 
as KNIVES, SHEARS 
AND LAWN MOWERS 
can be SHARPENED in 
exchange for a donation to 
the building fund. Leave 
them at the front desk.
A local resident has 
offered to LOAN OR 
s SHOW SLIDES from all 
over the world with a three- 
dimensional viewer to 
people confined to their 
homes
Silver Threads is in 
touch with an ODD-JOB 
service run by a group of 
teenage boys who are 
willing to mow lawns, wash 
dishes and windows, do 
gardening and clean up 
yards, wash cars and do 
small household jobs. 
Phone them at 656-5353 
between 5-8 p.m. There are 
also adults wanting this 
kind of work; their phone 
numbers are available from 
the office.
The organization also 
counsels older people in a 
variety of situations. 
Another house, apartment 
or boarding home may be 
needed, or a housekeeper to 
enable them to stay in their 
own home. Help at home 
after a hospital stay may be 
arranged, or transportation 
to appointments which 
must be kept. Silver 
Threads also passes on 
applications for Meals on 
Wheels.
A much-needed service 
designed to help older 
people with the main­
tenance necessary to stay in 
their own homes was 
discontinued on June 30 
because of lack of support, 
the inadequate tran­
sportation in the area, and 
the low rates of pay for 
such work. Saanich 
Peninsula Home Aid had 
more requests for home 
help than it could 
adequately fill.
The RED CROSS Society 
can provide personal care 
services, and also has a 
HOMEMAKER SERVICE 
for light and general 
housekeeping. Overnight 
stays are possible. The 
charge for homemakers is 
$4.25 an hour for a 
minimum of two hours, 
plus bus transportation or 
14c a mile by car. Call 382- 
5135 between 9-4:30 p.m.
Domestic help is 
available too through 
Medox, 1207 Douglas St. 
Victoria, 388-7388, on call 
24 hfs, and H ealth Care 
Services Upjohn Ltd., 645 
Fort St., Victoria, 388- 
6639, also 24 hrs. Both 
these firms emphasize 




2:00 P.M. to 9:00 P.M
Sonscho Hail
aBlood Should Circulaten
housekeeping service at an 
hourly rate plus tran­
sportation.
Victoria Self-Help 
Society can arrange for 
houseworkers at S3 an hour 
plus transportation. 384- 
4632.
MEALS ON WHEELS 
has been operating in 
Sidney and N. Saanich for 
some years, and has now 
been extended to Central 
Saanich. A main midday 
meal, cooked in the ex­
tended care hospital, is 
delivered by volunteers to 
people who for some reason 
cannot cook for them­
selves—those who can’t 
shop, have bad arthritis or 
perhaps are just back from 
hospital. Special diets can 
be requested. The meals can 
be ordered the night before 
by calling Miss Gwynne at 
656-2147 from Sidney and 
N. Saanich; Mrs. Plumpton 
at 388-6842 from Central 
Saanich.
The COMMUNITY 
MOBILE FOOD SERVICE 
has been filling a real need 
for Peninsula residents who 
have difficulty shopping for 
their own groceries. 
Funding for this service has 
now been terminated by the 
Ministry of Human 
Resources, but is con­
tinuing on a temporary 
basis throughout the 
summer while alternative 
funding is sought. Prices 
are comparable to those in 
local supermarkets, and 
delivery to the Peninsula is 
on Saturdays. Orders 
should be phoned in a few 
days previously. 382-9333.
LOW-COST HOUSING 
on the Peninsula is 
presently served by two 
developments, both of 
which.have waiting lists.
The two-year-old JOHN 
A. ANDERSON
MEMORIAL HOUSING 
(Canadian Legion) on 
East Saanich Road in 
Saanichton is set in 3 '/2 
acres of grounds. It is 
organized under the 
Societies Act and has 67 
units withV a; recreation 
centre, ah. :an Indoor 
shuf flebdard) ’ and a 
planned bowling lane not 
yetbuilt.
This fall a former 
recreation officer at the 
Veterans’ Hospital will be 
working with a tenants’ 
group to augment 
recreation facilities. 
Tenants who enjoy gar­
dening can vvork in con­
formity with the overall 
plan. These garden units are 
for people over 65 of a 
certain income level.
The WINDWARD 
KIWANIS VILLAGE on 
MacDonald Park Road in 
Sidney has 20 one-bedroom 
cottages for couples with an 
income ceiling below $735 a 
month. There is a com­
munity room for socials 
and bingo nights.
The “SAFER” 
programme - Shelter 
Assistance for the Elderly 
Renter - which took effect 
on July 1 is applicable to all 
senior citizens. It is 
sponsored by Hugh Curtis 
under Ministry of 
Municipal Affair.s and 
Housing legislation and is 
designed to aid older people 
on fixed incomes wlricli arc 
being eroded by regularly 
increased rents. The 
provincial government will 
pity as a subsidy, directly to 
the iiKiividiml, 75®/o of the 
difference between 30'>/o of 
tlicir income and the 
amount of their rent, To get 
this grant, Old Age Pen­
sioners should fill out and 
return the cards they have 
already received in the mail.
The Kiwnnis organization 
will wait to Judge the effect 
of this new system on the 
rental accommodation 
market before making plans 
for any further expansion
of low-income housing for 
the elderly.
The lack of public 
transportation on the 
Peninsula restricts the 
practical availability of 
both these developments to 
senior citizens who are able 
to maintain their own cars.
TRANSPORTATION 
from Sidney to Victoria 
along indirect joutes 
through Saanichton, 
Brentwood or Cordova Bay 
are presently provided by 
Vancouver Island Transit. 
For information, call 656- 
2423.
A Transportation 
Committee, under the 
Committee on Health, 
Handicapped, Aged & 
Youth, is working on the 
local transportation 
problem, particularly with 
reference to the aged and 
handicapped. One in­
dication of this need is that 
at present there are only ten 
couples who go into the 
Sidney Silver Threads from 
Central Saanich. There are 
definite plans for a bus 
from Silver Threads to the 
new Recreation Centre if 
enough people need it, 
starting in September. 
Jeanette MacNamara is co­
ordinating this group and 
can be reached at 656-5091. 
The special situation on the 
Peninsula, where a small 
population is scattered 
fairly evenly over the area, 
could possibly be met by 
mini-bus or dial-a-bus 
schemes.
There is a marked 
contrast between the cost of 
the service here: an 80c fare 
from Brentwood to Victoria 
as against 35c from 
Tsawwassen to Vancouver 
(15 miles approx.) and $1. 
from Sidney to Victoria as 
against 70c from White 
Rock to Vancouver (25 
miles approx.)
COMMUNITY 
HEALTH SERVICES are 
comprehensive; in­
formation on the following 
programmes can be ob­
tained by calling the local 
Health Office, 2440 Sidney 
Ave., 656-1188, except 
where otherwise noted.
CLINICS are held at the 
Sidney office every Tuesday 
from 1:30-3:30, by ap­
pointment, and in 
Saanichton, Brentwood, 
Deep Cove and Ganges at 
other times. On Mayne, 
Saturna, Pender and 
Galiano Islands, they are 
held as needed.




Avuilablc HI Pciulants, 
Pins, Earrings,







PROGRAMME is designed 
for selected patients whose 
needs can be satisfactorily 
met in the home. Short­
term care, for instance after 
an early discharge from 
hospital, is provided free of 
charge under the Hospital 
Replacement Programme. 
This can include nursing 
visits, physiotherapy, 
medications and dressings 
and a part-time 
homemaker.
On the Non-Hospital 
Replacement programme, 
long-term chronic care 
patients can receive nursing 
care, injections and other 
treatments but they are 
financially responsible for 
dressings, medication and 
homemaker services.
CHILD HEALTH
Since May, special clinics 
for 3-year-old children have 
been held at the Sidney 
Clinic, in which combined 
dental, hearing and vision 
checks are made. This is an 
opportunity for a con­
ference between the nurse 
and parents.
There is routine vision 
screening of pre-schoolers 
(at day care centres or 




pointments are made 
mainly for inoculations 
needed by people who will 
be travelling.
HEARING
ASSESSMENT may be 
needed by babies (from 5 
months of age) or children, 
adults and especially elderly 
adults. Referrals may be 
obtained through the 
Speech and Hearing Clinic, 
780 Vernon Ave., Victoria 
V8X 2W6, 386-3251, or the 
Community Health Office. 
The audiologist consults 
once a week at the Sidney 
Clinic and once a month at 
the Ganges Clinic.
SPEECH PATHOLOGY 
treatment is available for 
both children over 3 years 
and adults. Any person 
who is concerned or whose 
parents are concerned 
about his speech can write 
or phone the Speech and 
Hearing Clinic. A speech 
pathologist visits Sidney on 
request, and Salt Spring 
Island once a month.
A DENTAL IN­
SPECTION and education 
programme is presently 
carried out in all schools 
and some day-care centres. 
Parents of kindergarten and 
grade 1 students can attend 
the inspection of their 
child’s teeth, and also bring 
any pre-schoolers for a free 
dental inspection. Dental 
teams are now taking part 
in the Child Health Care 
Clinic in Sidney:
A BIRTH CONTROL 
CLINIC, operated by the 
Planned Parenthood 
Association of Victoria, is 
at 1947 Cook St., 385-3351 
during the day; 385-3356 at 
night. The Clinic gives 
birth control information 
and contraceptive services, 
pregnancy testing and clinic 
services by appointment.
There is a PRE-NATAL 
PROGRAMME of a series 
of six classes open to both 
parents. The first two are 
intended for early in the 
pregnancy and the last four 
are to be given at about the 
seventh month.
In Spearfish, South 
Dakota, on the 
22nd of January, 
7943/ the tem­
perature rose 49 
degrees (from 
-4 to t 45) 
in 2 minutes?













es rise your car 
overheat? Let us 
guard your car's 
cooling system 
by checking 










2391 BEACON AVE. 
656-1922
Deep Cove Chalet
Open Tuesday to Sunday
Smorgasbord Lunch Wed.-Sun.
Smorgasbord, Dinner Wed. Evening Only
Any Other Day, A La Carte Menu
Phone Early for Reservations
656-3541
Continued on Page 11
'^^Chez €l&th is 
fm
Fmbric Store’’
ifs not a big deal^but
During statement periods in 
which a TD customer’s minimum 
PCA balance is $200 or more, 
TD cancels the normal charge 
per cheque, automatically.




Services of area need funding
Continued from Page 10
nutrition coun­
selling is available for 
pregnant women, in­
dividuals and groups with 
poor nutritional status. 
Some diet therapy can be 
arranged for Gulf Islands 
residents who have limited 
access to stores on Van­
couver Island. For more 
information, call the 
Nutritionist, 386-3251.
Free diagnosis and 
consultative service by 
telephone or mail is 
available from the Victoria 
V.D. Clinic, 1947 Cook St., 
Victoria. 385-3351.
Public Health education 
in schools and other 
\ community groups is given, 
; and food stores and
restaurants are periodically 
inspected. Where a person 
is treated for suspected 
food poisoning, the family 
should set aside some of the 
food still on hand if 
possible and give details to 
the Community Health 
Office so that an analysis 
can be made.
“SWAP AND TALK” 
RECIPE DAYS are being 
planned by Gwen Mallard 
for the fall. Her idea is to 
bring together people who 
are interested in raising the 
nutrition level of their diet, 
exchanging ideas about 
maintaining a high level of 
health and physical well­
being, perhaps eventually 
dividing into groups with 
similar interests. e.g.
DEPT. OF VETERANS^ AFFAIRS
CASE WORKEHS 
WILL BE m ATTEMDANCE 
0t 1:00 p.m., July 18, 1977
ALL VETERANS welcome to come 
and enquire in regard to your 
VETERANS' BENEFITS 
at Royal Canadian Legion 
Memorial Room,
1860 Mills Road, Sidney.
NORTH SMNICH 
COMMUNITY FIELD DAY
SATURDAY, JULY 16 
1:00 P.AA. - 4:30 P.M. 
WAIN PARK
OLGA’SMARKET
OPEN 9:00 A.M. - 9:00 P.WI. 
7 DAYS A WEEK
★ FRESH PRODUCE « FRESH MEATS
coiner Pat Bay Hwy. & Amity Drive
7172 Brentwood Drived 
Brentwood Bay 
Vancouver Island
NEXT TO MILL BAY FERRY /
Reservations 652-2413
Hours 9 a.m, • 12 a.m. daily
JULY SPECIAL































mothers with young 
children, and older people 
living alone.
Many people now are 
trying a different way of 
eating—changing to a more 
healthful and lower-cost 
diet. Gwen would use part 
of the time to prepare 
different dishes for sam­
pling. She cites the example 
of one mother with a 
hyperactive youngster who 
has found that dishes she 
prepares with a low sugar 
content have a marked 
beneficial effect on the 
child. The effect of various 
diets on definite medical 
problems, such as allergies, 
could be discussed.
Interested people are 
invited to drop by Gwen’s 
Health Foods and Light 
Meals (formerly Viteway) 
at 6002 West Saanich Rd., 
where she will keep a log in 
which interested people 
may register, or alter­
natively mail her a postcard 
to the same address. The 
groups would meet on one 
or two Tuesdays a month 
during the day, and there 
would be no charge.
COUNSELLING 
SERVICES are offered by 
the Saanich Peninsula 
Guidance Association, 656- 
1247, for individual, 
marriage and family 
situations. S.P.G.A. 
sponsors ongoing support 
and growth groups, and 
programmes for the fall are 
now being planned.
There is a LEGAL AID 
CLINIC for low-income 
persons, as part of the Law 
Centre in co-operation with 
S.P.G.A., during this 
summer on Monday af­
ternoons between 1-4 p.m. 
by appointment.
An Alcoholism coun­
sellor with the Drug and 
Alcohol Rehabilitation 
Society is available for 
appointments on Wed­
nesday afternoons between 
1-4 p.m. The S.P.G.A. 
office is at 2440 Sidney 
Ave. in the Municipal Hall 
building.
For persons in emotional 
distress needing immediate 
help. Crisis LINE is 
available 24 hours a day. 
386-6323.
A SENIOR CITIZEN 
COUNSELLOR SERVICE 
operates under the Dept, of 
Human Resources. Their 
budget limits this service to- 
14 counsellors for the whole 
Capital Region. Assistant 
counsellors could be 
recruited if more funds 
were allocated. At present 
there is one counsellor who 
has been working in Sidney 
for several years, (Mrs. 
Smith, 656-5374) and 
another who since April has 
been available for help 
needed in the Central 
Saanich area (Mrs. Eileen 
Jansen, 652-4158). There is 
also one counsellor each on 
Galiano, Mayne and Salt 
Spring Islands, They may 
give transportation to 
doctor’s appointments, 
help with income tax 
relurns or OAS applications 
as well as providing social 
contact and sympathetic 
support to older people who 
may be very lonely. One 
counsellor may do a lot of 
telephoning: another may 
visit local retirement and 
personal care liomes, or 
make personal visits oiv a 
regular basis. For more 
information on this service, 
call the Ministry of Human 
Resources office, 656-3941, 
The Sidney Library has 
more LARGE PRINT 
BOOKS than the Victoria 
Public Library: there arc 
well over 1,000 fiction, non­
fiction and juvenile books 
in this .section, obtainable
either directly, or through 
the catalogue. Sidney 
Library is able to get all 
large-print books 
published.
AUDIO BOOKS for the 
blind are also available 
through the Library. These 
cassettes consist of sets of 
tapes with raised numbers 
on the sides for easy 
identification, and there is 
also a large selection of 
both fiction and non­
fiction titles. These have 
virtually replaced Braille 
books.
The BOOKMOBILE is 
in the Sidney and Brent­
wood areas on the 2nd and 
4th Wednesday each 
month; the schedule of 
locations is available by 
calling 478-6711 or from the 
Sidney Library, 656-3713. 
There is still a limited need 
for this service, although 
many people take ad­
vantage of the evening 
hours at the library 
branches. Those using the 
bookmobile service are 
encouraged to take ad­
vantage of the full selection 
of books available through 
use of the catalogue.
The Library is willing to 
provide an informal service 
to SHUT-INS who are 
either bedridden or very ill 
by DELIVERING BOOKS 
to such a person’s home. A 
broad subject area is 
preferred as a guide to 
selection. Call the Sidney 
Library for this service.
An extensive and 
sophisticated collection of 
LAW BOOKS FOR THE 
LAYMAN was begun this 
winter and spring at Sidney 
Library, under an 
establishing grant whereby 
expenditure by the Library 
is matched by a grant from 
the Legal Services Com­
mission.
CORDOVA BAY 
LEISURE GROUP has 25 
women members, and will 
be meeting on Thursday 
afternoons, starting in 
September, from 1-4 p.m. 
at the United Church Hall 
on Cordova Bay Road. 
Many of the members are 
continuing ones who return 
year after year to pursue 
their interests of painting, 
needlecrafts and making 
Xmas decorations. The 
yearly membership is $2; 
there is a weekly charge of 




tivities will go this year to 
paying for extensive 
renovations to the Air 
Cadet Hall, which needs re­
roofing, re-wiring and other 
repairs inside and out.
Main project for the local 
LIONS Club will be the 
furnishing of the meeting 
room at the new Recreation 
Centre.
The Sidney ROTARY 
Club is finalizing plans for 
Ihe coming year. Thjpy are 
involved in overseas 
commitments and also the 
ongoing scholarship 
programme for local higli 
school students.
SIDNEY RENTALS, 
9773 5th St., will give 10»/o 
off the price of rental 
equipment on Tuesdays 
through Tluirsdays to 
senior citizens who show a 
bus pass or Pharmacarc 
card,
ISLAND SECURITY 
PArUOL, 383-3322, can 
arrange to watch homes 
while residents arc away 
either for weekends or for 
longer periods,
With a coiwtanily in 
creasing popiilafion, 
community services on the 




In Rest Haven Hospital 
on July 7, 1977 Mrs. Clara 
Veitch 9916 Third St., 
Sidney, B.C. Born in 
Beloit, Wisconsin on Aug. 
30, 1906 formerly of
Fruitvale and Trail, B.C. 
Mrs. Veitch was very, in- 
terestd and most active in 
the work of the United 
Church of Canada.
She is survived by her 
loving husband, Walter, 
son Robert, Port 
Coquitlam, B.C.; 3
grandchildren, 2 brothers. 
Chuck Williams, Longview, 
Alta., Bill Williams, 
Penticton, B.C. 2 sisters. 
Mrs. Blanche Grieve, 
Fruitvale, B.C., and Mrs. 
Marvel Cole, Nanaimo, 
B.C.
Memorial Service was 
held Monday, July 11, 2 
p.m. at St. Paul’s United 
Church, Sidney. Rev. Hori 
Pratt, officiating. In lieu of 
flowers donations to St. 
Paul’s United Church 
would be appreciated.
B.C.; 4 grandchildren; 
brothers, Douglas, 
Kamloops, B.C., Frank, 
Vancouver, B.C. and a 
sister, Connie, in Ireland.
Service was held in Sands 
Chapel of Roses, Sidney, 
B.C. on Thursday, July 
7th, 1977 at 3:00 p.m., Rev. 
Robert Sansom officiating. 
Cremation. Flowers 
gratefully declined. -Those 
so desiring may contribute 
to the B.C. Heart Foun­
dation, 1008 Blanshard St., 
Victoria, B.C.
CUTHBERTSON
At Duncan, B.C. on July
9, 1977, Mrs. Annie Cuth- 
bertson, aged 76 years, 
born in Aberdeen, 
Scotland, residing at 1645 
McTavish Rd., Sidney, 
B.C. for 14 years, and a 
former resident of Texada 
Island, B.C. Predeceased 
by her husband. Bill Cuth- 
bertson in 1%9. She leaves 
her sons, George William 
Cuthbertson, 70 Mile 
House, B.C. and Robert 
Frederick Cuthbertsor! 
Texada Island, B.C.; 
daughters, Jessie Naples, 
Vancouver, B.C. and Helen 
McKay and Alexandra 
Givson, Sidney, B.C.; 10 
grandchildren; seven great 
grandchildren; brothers, 
Alex. Leaper, Texada 
Island, B.C. and Alfred 
Leaper, Seattle, Wash, and 
her sisters Jessie and 
Katherine.
Family service in the 
Sands Funeral Chapel of 
Roses, Sidney^ B.C. on 
Tuesday, July 12, 1977 at 1 
p.m. Rev. M.H. Adams 
officiating Interment at 
Royal Oak Burial Park.
VARLEY
At Sidney, B.C., on July 
4th, 1977, Mrs. Gertrude 
Maud Varley, aged 64 
years. Born in Sydney, 
Australia and a resident of 
Sidney, B.C. for the past six 
years, formerly of Saanich, 
B.C., late residence 2302 
Amherst Ave. She leaves 
her loving husband, Len, at 
home; sons, Dick and 
George, Victoria; daughter, 
Mrs. Calara Clouston, 
Sooke, B.C.; 9 grand­
children; brother, Norman 
H. Culhbert, Duncan, B.C.
Service was held in Sands 
Chapel of Roses, Sidney, 
B.C. on Thursday, July 
7th, 1977, at 1:00 p.m. Rev. 
Robert Sansom officiating. 
Cremation.
DIXON
In North Vancouver, 
B.C. on July 3, 1977, Mr. 
Richard Brown Dixon, aged 
57 years. Born in 
Beausejour, Manitoba and 
a long-time resident of 
Sidney, B.C., late residence 
202-2040 White Bpeh Rd. 
He leaves his son, Richard 
Brian, at home; daughters, 
Barbara Helen, Sidney, 
B.C. and Deborah Anne 
Dorosh, Cobble Hill, B.C.; 
sisters, Doris and Helen; 
brothers, Colin and 
Douglas, all of Vancouver, ' 
B.C.
Service was held in Sands 
Chapel of Roses, Sidney, 
B.C. on Thursday, July 7, 
1977 at 11:00 a.m. Rev. 
Robert Sansom officiating. 
Cremation. -Flowers 
gratefully declined. Those 
so desiring may contribute 
to the charity of their 
choice.
MARTIN
At Resthaven Hospital, 
Sidney, B.C. on July 10, 
1977, Mr. Reginald Arthur 
Paul Marlin, aged 70 years, 
born in Falmouth, Cor­
nwall, England, late 
residence, 506 Lands End 
Road, North Saanich B.C. 
Came to North Vancouver, 
B.C. in 1918 and moved to 
North Saanich in 1970 upon 
retirement. He leaves to 
mourn his ■ passing, 
brothers, Edward Clifford, 
Scchclt, B.C. and Clifford 
James, Nortli Vancouver, 
B.C.; sister; Mrs. Joan 
Eagles, Sidney, B.C; 
Sidney, B.C.; .several nieces 
and nephews.
Service in Holy Trinity 
Anglican Church, Patricia 
Bay, B.C. on Wednesday, 
July 13, 1977 at 3 p.m. Rev. 
Robert Sansom officiating. 
Interment in the Church 
Cemetery. Arrangements 
by tlic Sands Funeral 
Arrangements by the Sands 




TOPS B.C. 980 members 
are keeping up interesting 
programmes during the 
summer months, with good 
attendance.
Queen of the Month for 
July is Barbara Altchwagcr, 
and weekly best losers were 
Helen Westlake, Adelaide 
Gilmour, Lorna Lee, Dora 
Verhagen and Molly 
Essery.
The “Apron Contest’’ 
was won by Dora 
Verhagen. “Twelve 
Weeks” charms were won 
by Dora Verhagen, Joyce 
Armour and Betty
McKccknie, and a “Six
Weeks” charm was won by 
Ellen Cornwell.
If you feel the need to 
shed a few (or many) 
pounds, this chapter meets 
in the basement of the 
Brentwood United Church, 
West Saanich Road, every 
Monday at 7:30 p.m., and 
new members are most 
welcome.
I'HK i:.s i;i I ECTIVK ITIIIILS., FRI„ & SA'I.
Island View Freezer Ltd.




By order in Council the following names of in­


















In Victoria, B.G. on July 
4(h, 1977, peacefully, after 
a lengthy illness, Mr 
Harold Wesley McElgiinn, 
aged 69 years. Born in 
Coleraine, Norlhcrn 
Ireland and a resident of 
Sidney, B.C. for the past 
three years, late residence 
2128 Skylark Lane, for- 
mcriy of Edmonton, 
Alberta, Uc leaves his 
loving wife, Margaret, at 
home; daughters, Shirley 




A Brent wood resident, 
aggravated by sports cars 
that came down her street, 
slammed on its brakes, 
skidded around in a U-turn 
and sped away bumlng 
rubiicr on the evening of 
July 4 gave Central Saanich 
police its license number 
early the following mor­
ning.
Police checked tire marks 
and contacted the registered 
owner, who is now facing 
charges.
Mr. Norm Snwalzky, 
President of Block Bros. 
Realty I.id. is pleased to 
congraiulnie Mr. Led 
Phillips of Ilic Sidney 
Office on his out­
standing performance 
lor June, led was (he 
top salesman for Block 
Bros, for the Victoria 
rliiring*'Itint*. Ted''' 
dedicated service to his 
many clients has been 
the merm*-. of ailaining 
this distinguished aw,ird,
Feel free to call him for 
expert • Real Estate 
Service at' 65f)'5584 or 
Residence 656-5337.
E3 BLOCK BROS. REALTY LTD.
PRICES EFFECTIVE: JULY 14, 15 & 16 
■k AMPLE PARKING ★
We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities 
STORE HOURS:
Mon., Tues., Wed., Sot., 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thurs. & Fri., 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
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GREEN ONIONS & 
RADISHES














Reduced $6000 to $62,900. 
This 7 year old, over 1200 
sq. ft., 3 bedroom home on 
'/} acre, has an outstanding 
view of the countryside. 
Finished 3 pc. bath in 
basement plus some further 
development. Empty and 









bedroom home, w/w, good 
size living room and dining 
area. Bright kitchen with 










1000 Covernmcnl St. 
Victoria 384-8124
MT. NEWTON X RD. 
Overlooking beautiful Mt. 
Newton Valley this 3 
bedroom, 2 bathroom 
house with spacious living 
room, quality construction 
throughout;
V $81,900 MLS- ^ ;
55 X lOr lot in Sidney close 
to downtown and the ocean 
with fruit trees.
$23,000 
Duplex in Sidney with one 
bedroom each side. Partial 
sea views.
$45,000
Bedroom full basement 
home in Sidney on 70 x 120’ 
lot with Swimming Pool. 
$59,900






Custom built Tudor Home 
in the prestigious Ardmore 
area. Featuring kitchen 
with eating area, Family 
room & formal size living & 
dining rooms on the main 
floor with attractive fire 
place. Three bedrooms 
upstairs with master being 
extra large & having its own 






j! -Idtiey n Court Townhouse. 3 
tedrooms. I'/a, baths.' drapes, new 
|j.! carpets and Lino. Immaculate con- 






2444 IJeiicon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C’. 656-1 154 
SECLUDED 
WONDERtAND 
wUli .sen view . 
$79,900 
Cape Cod Home of quality 
offers sunken living room 
with fireplace and brick 
patio over-lookiii 
sweeping lawns with 
mcticulousnowcrs& shrubs 
guest size dining room & 
cabinet kitchen with utility 
on the main floor, 
bedrooms & den - full high 
basement. This home 
enjoys benntiful views 
water & Islands. A unique 
property that you won 










. .„;,5 ACRES,; -' ,
5 acres with a modern 3 
bedroom family home with 
basement in the Prospect 
Lake area. Quiet : area. 
acro.ss from Francess Park, 
suitable for garden, horses 
or hay etc.
$iio,ooo
701 Braemar Ave. off 
Ardmore Dr. Three 
bedroom home on .96 acre. 
Park-like area close to 
beaches and golf courses. 
Asking $96,500.00.







Very cozy 2 bedroom home 
on 50’ X 160’ lot. Extra 50’ 
X 160’ lot in rear. House is 
vacant. MLS $47,500.
RETIRIiMENT 
2 Bedroom no basement 
home 3 blocks south of 
Beacon Ave. Garage. Lane 
in rear. $44,000,
WA'IERFRONT 
Superb 5 bedroom home in 
Ardmore. .67 acre lot. 
I'antastic views; Loi.s more. 
Ml.S $155,000.
;Thi.s home needs a little 
imagination and tender love 
j|& care. Asking $49,900. or 
' offer.;





1011,111. lo 8 p.m.
8501 KiiiiirdTerr. 
(Turn West un Amity off 
The Ptii Bay llwy.) 
jBe sure and view this 
jquality, casiom built no 
jsiep home in its park-like 
isecluded location. There arc 
Ijyicws ol' the water, islunds 
latul Ml. Baker, and with no 
Ithrotiiih traffic yon have 
Waceand quiet. Tlie living, 
tdinlng. and, kitchen ureas 
|iakt* tulvuutage of the
iivii W.tlotig With two
|bedrooms, wrap around 
|su«-dcck and carport, full 
[high basement, and .sliding 
dasi doots ' to. ti ‘ huge 
Icement patio. Asking 
|$87,500.' ' ■
BiEEKATCLllFE 
■ 656-4517 ' :
ARDMORE LOr
Located at tlie corner of 







Deligliiful .3 bedroom hoiite 
with an in-law suite in the 
Imsemcnl. Many extras here 
including liardwootl floors, 
2 fireplaces, workshop, etc. 
etc. All this phis an e.xira 
70’ X 100' lot on Colin- 
wood Rd, MLS$108,000,
MARVEAND ■
Comfortable .3 bedroom 
home with fully developed 
basc'ment, l.tirge 85 X 125 
(ar), lot. Close to beach, 
Ml $$6-1.‘XU).
HOUSE
, PLUS .SUITE 
Cozy 2 hedroom, bitsement 
home with iiv-law suite in
the rear. Hleciric heat 55 x 
101 hit with lane aeecss, 
MLS, $4.5,‘X)0.
. '..IANDSENDRD,,. '
4 bedroom full basement 
home on Vt hcic lot. 
Basemciil only partially 
desclai)ed.MLS$76,(KK). 
.101 IN BRUCE 
Hmt. 6S6.,192« 





Immaculate four bedroom 
home in good area of 
Sidney. Three bedrooms 
up, one bedroom and 
finished Rec. room down. 
Large landscaped lot with 
sundeck and carport. A 
beautifully kept home in a 
good residential area, close 
to schools, shopping and 





On quiet cul-de-sac off 
stelly’s Cross Rd. Home has 
3 bedrooms, Ensuite off 
master bedroom, fantastic 
main bath, roughed in 
fireplace in basement with 
glass Sliding door off to 
terrific landscaped 












Jack Felhcr.slon 652-2269 
JOHN SALVADOR 
NO ! ARY PUBI.IC
K) BUY OR SELL 
OR FOR REAL F.S l A I E 
: ASSISTANCE '
( ALLUOB HAfa'K 
477-7291 24 Hrs.
D.l .11. Reid Esinie 
1559 McKenzie
TAXES TOO HIGH? Consider moving 
to the beautiful Arrow Lakes Areal 
Quiet, peaceful place to live. 6 acres 
on lake, 3 bedroom house, $39,000. 
Phono 265-3635 . 28-1
WATERVIEW. One bodioom house, 
S'tUOOO. 9625 Ihild Slioot, Sidney, 
B.C, 656 .tSIli, 22-11
BY OWNER, retirement or starter, 2 
bedroom homo with basement. Treed 











HOME gRRVIOEg 0 
imm FOR gJlLE
COMFORT AND ECONOMY in nice 
area near Ocean. 2 acres, modern 2 
bedroom home, low taxes and 
maintenance. Excellent terms. Phone 
112-335-2580. R.A, MacDonald. R.R. 
1, Fanny Bay, B.Cz VOR IWO. 2iS-1




THREE BEDROOM apartments for 
rent. S270.00 - $300.00 month. Coll 






ONE BEDROOM opartment. 
Waterfront, Marina Park Apart­
ments. $206.00 month 656-6007 . 28-1
“V'ancouver Island’s most 
compicle supply of trailer- 
camper pails”
AVAILABLE AUGUST 1 or sooner, 
modern 3 hedroom home on wooded 
holf acre near Swartz Bay. W/W 
corpets, some drapes, excellent 
condition. $350 per month. 









WANTED TO RENT by semi-retired 
couple, small house, Sidney or 




845 Coldstream Ave. 
478-0322
*Custom Built Fireplace Screens
YOUNG LAW PROFESSOR seeks 
small house or cottage In rurol 
setting, now or for Foil. Cair477-6911 
local 4828. 27-2
*Flreplacc Accessories 
''Metal FIroplaces and Chimneys
itIITOS MOATS 
m SALE
Closed Mondays SIDNEY CAR MART
UNUSED, FIVE GAL., wel-dry Aqua- 
Vac Vacuum cleaner. Ideal for 
picking up leoves and dirt on outside 
carpeting and patios. Current retail 





LADIES BICYCLE with carrier; Folk 
Guitar; Ukelele; childrens' gomes. 
Call 656-5605. 28-1
New & Used Cars, 
Trucks, Motorcycles & 
Recreation vehicles.
FRIENDLY, ENERGETIC, Irish Setter, 
one year old, female, purebred, 
needs country home. Chris. 656-5639.
28-1
FREE TO GOOD HOME - port Border 
Collie ond Samoyed cross puppies. 
656-6186. 28-1
, COME IN AND SEE OUR 
LARGE SELECTION OF 
CLEAN , USED CArS.
OFFICE PHOTOCOPIER in excellent 
condition. Sacrifice $545,00. 385-1511 
between 9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.v ; , 28-2
SIDNEY CAR MART
TEN SPEED racing $75.00: Lady's 
bicycle $45.00. All in excellent 




OFFICE DESK,' filing cabinet; king size 
bed. 656-1630; 656-4637. 28-1
TWO SPEED, 3-wheel electric vehicle. 
Now battery charger, 2 new 12 volt 
batteries. Reconditioned motor and 
new wiring. $450.00 or reasonable 
offer considered. 656-2003. 28-1
23 FT. BRANDLEMYER Cruiser Criss- 
Craft inboard $7,000; boat house at 
Halls Marina. $500.00. Phono 652- 
9970. 28-1
GARAGE SALE; July 16 and 17, 10 
o.m. - 4 p.m. 2139 Malaview. 5 H.P. 
Rototillor; electric lawn mower; 
garden fools; now C78-14 lire. 
Regular sizo book case bod with box 
spring and mattress. Many' 
miscellaneous Items, 28-1
'65 MERCURY Station Wagon. Good 
condition. Call 656-5116 after 5;30 
p.m. or leave message. 26-1
'74 SUPER BEETLE, tape deck, rodio, 
radials. Excellent condition. $2400. 
Phono 656-1290, 28-1
LARGE SIZE BABY CRIB In good 
condition. $35,00, 656-2740 alter 6 
p.m. 28-1
'69 FORD BRONCO. 6 cyl. Excellent 
Condition. 656-6363 . 28-1
PRESENT THIS AD FOR 20% discount 
on fruit sales totalling $25.00 or more 
at Producer-owned RED BRIDGE 
FRUU SALES, Koromas, B.C. Cherries 
are ready, 20-1
'68 JAVELIN automatic, good con­
dition. $900; 1973 Vega Mini Von. 
oxcelloni condition, $1150,00. Phono 
652-9970, 28-1
POOL TABLE, 4' x O' good condillon. 
Complolo. $250. John 656-2005. 28-1
BONNIE BRAE carriage, good con- 
dllion. $50,00 or nearosi oiler, 656- 
3496. 28-1
1962 JAGUAR XKE, $4500 or com­
plete power train, running order, 
$1000; 1959 Corvello, 454, 4-Bpood; 
mlnlo condition, $8,000. Both 
California cars. Houslon, 845.2965, 
Trodos occoplod. 28-1
1969 CHRYSLER "300". Cleon, well 
maintained, one family owned, Must 
soli. $500 , 656.4177 ollef6p.m. 26.1
DHICP COVF.
IRFASURK 
In an out of ilie way corner 
of Deep Cove, ilti.s clutr- 
ming 4 betlroom, 2 
bailiroom, basement home 
among tall trees, sonic 
.scaview, walking tlistancc 
to marina, a pleasure to 
show. Asking $75,5(K).
rOMA'IOFS
Make a fortune growing 
tomaloes the hydropcMiic 
way on this 7 acre farm. 
28000 sq. ft. green houses, 
going concern, plus partly 
finished house. Only 
$I 60,000.
SANAM SHARPENING 
Beacon Plata, Sidney, 656-1414
Ctjibidi,' spec uilisl'-,, Piutision 
Shaipenliig ol all coipenlor's cind 
homo iKindyman's tools, skolos, 




'60 COUGAR XR-'7. Good condillon.
656-1840 . 28-1
FOR SIDNEY & BRENTWOOD - wo 
have best srri.'oniid black loom: also 
No, I lop sod, till rioll; old stralghl 
cow manure, horse monuro, sand, 
gravel, hog (uel. Dolivtiiy Irom bags 




Sew our display nl IJk Uike Gnrdnn 
Ciinlro and qsk lor Brochures 
' r?r '
I’horre










9757 FIFTH ST. 
■'- SIDNIiV
WKILKU AVF. 
nCK) S(), I't, 4 bedi(10111 
bungalow (iietjds paiiiiing) 
niui 650 sq.' ft. 
garagc/Rccrcaiion htiililing 




Deep Cove, Scaview, lixec. 
.1 bedroom, ba.scnicnt home 
$425.00 month.
.Sidney, model 11. 3 betlioom 
basement home, Fresh 
paint, rec, room furniiiirc
lll('Irlrtr‘r( T'lffi.'t'. CilW) l»0
month.
Sidney, approximaii’ly 200 
«(]. ft. ProfesKionn! Office 
space. $85 month.
BUYING OH SF.Ll.INtJ 





ntjch; sirrttll I'tousti plants, 
rnririornthlu, 2212 Henry Ave; 656- 
1564. ; 19-11 .
HELP WANTED
SUPER REIPONSIBII PERSON to 
iKibysit, 7S (ortls per hour. Own 
656.474 5, 27- 2
QUAtITV HAY lor sale, $60 per Ion In 
theliolH. W, Print, 656.2141, 35-12
MISC.'VAVTED
WANIIDi In noop ("avo arno old shad 
nr gorogrr In stnre 111(1, vvnrxl sail 
lx.ial,656-459'2, 20'1
«a»'y's“'’chanoe‘'Ta¥^^^^^^
rortverllhle torrlrtge' (»lrotl«rA;oi 
bttd); IrrieresifKl only (rr orUtlits Ihol 
or it m tixcttllent rondriiort, Phone 656. 
W92, JIM




Outu'i \Vilf Dtiriiian gi'-es 
pcMoii.i! aiti’luioii lo ii|l 
ordeik, Phone 656-4754
no I,Her OiOl 4 SOp.m,, .July IS, 1977,
656-1151 iHONOAY BEFORE 5 P.i.16 words '2.00 each issue
iSELF WASTES
PROFESSIONAL PARENTS SEEK day 
care for two boys, ago 3 and 5 (Grad© 
I) Monday to Thursday only storting 
July 25. Vicinity Mt. Newton Cross 
Rood and West Saanich Rood. Please 
caii Mr. Hyndmon 652-2254. 28-1
OCCASIONAL EVENING Sit­
ter/companion for pleasant, healthy 
elderly lody, vicinity of Bowerbank 
Road. Must like pets. Phono 656*7109 
ofter6p.m. 28-1
UNIVERSITY GRADUATE seeks 
employment in Sidney area. Office 






Applications ore Invited from those 
persons interested in casual em­
ployment at the Ponoromo Leisure 
Centre. The Centre will serve the 
communities of North Saanich and 
Sidney, and is scheduled to open 
during August. The positions 
ovoiloble at this time ore: 
Receptfonlit/Cashlers
To perform receptionist/cashier 
duties in o manner that will establish 
a friendly, worm atmosphere with 
Leisure Centre patrons. To answer 
enquiries regarding programs, take 
telephone colls and messages, io 
handle cash and be responsible for 
cosh control during the shift, to take 
registrotions for programs, and to 
keep the working area In good order. 
To perform other duties from time to 
time os required by the Recreation 
Manager.
Concession Staff
To perform food services duties in a 
manner that will create a worm and 
friendly atmosphere with Leisure 
Centre patrons. To prepare and serve 
food stuffs and beverages to patrons 
and handle cash transactions con­
nected with the sales of these 
commodities. To take inventories of 
stock and to mointain the-working 




To perform duties in these areas as 
required in a manner that will create 
o friendly, warm atmosphere for 
patrons of the Leisure Centre. To 
maintain the skate shop and rental 
skotes In good condition. To sharpen 
and make minor repairs to patrons' 
skates. To act as ushers during large 
gothei'ings of the Centre, and to 
ensure that the facility is being used 
In a manner that is enjoyable to all 
people.
Applicants should possess the ability 
to'deal with the public in a diplomatic 
and tactful manner, as well as being 
able to perform tasks without close 
supervision. The ability to take 
charge should o situation arise would 
be an asset. Other desirable 
quaiificotions would be previous 
employment in areas with heavy 
public exposure, and to be familiar 
with the day to day handling of cosh 
and stock. -■ ■ • ■
Written applications stating ex­
perience and education will be 
received by the Recreation Manager, 
Peninsula Recreation Commission. 
P.O. Box 2.363, Sidney, B.C. V8L 3Y3, 
or may be delivered in person to the 
Panorama Leisure Centre, 1885 
Forest Park Drive, Sidney, B.C.. no 
later than 12:00 noon, July 19, 1977. ;
WORK WANTED
DUTCH GARDENER available for 
Sldnoy-Dronlwood area. Good work- 
marriihip ol roosonoble prices. All 
phases ol gardening, Good crow also 
lor larger jobs. Call Loo Loddors, 6S6- 
3297. ' tl
SIDNEY ROTOVATING. 50 inch 
Rolovalor, Prompt courteous service. 
656-1748. If
GARDENING, in iloot out door 
ixtinllng nroving orttl clooir up, ole, 
l1miH;_M^_u65^2/6A 3H3 24U0, 22 ll
ALL type's "of’ carpentry" “wrjrk. 
addlllons. ronovallons, cabinet work. 
Bool repairs ond olloroilons. 
Reasonable roles, Euro-Croft, 656- 
5157; 656-5143. 27-11
RIDING LESSONS — qualified Irr- 
tlrucllon. Ride your own horse and 
Improve together, 652-2768. 25-11
COMIHB EVE1IT3
BINGO, K OF P HALL, 11 p m,, every 
Thursday. Evory^liody wokomo. il
FERSONALO
PLACE AN ORDER WITH YOUR AVON 
tepreionlallvo lor new "omprlio" 
and shn will toll you about bur ex- 
tiling drew nfhiKl 384-7J4S, 26.5
EtTrS PlERCiD, Merli Tiystiim, Non 
Alergenlc studs, for (tppnintmont call 
656.5 4 03, tf
YOUR nnrE"R'’B'RUsTr".gn'es'nninr^^^ 
ll Noininn Hull. 656 49.'JI1, II o.m lb lU 
lint. If
ARE YOUR KIDI driving you up the 
vroH ond oul the windr.tw'i’ We cap 









Appllfuilons ore now being, received 
lor tint above poiiiions in the new 25- 
inelfo iwirriming pool, which In- 
cludei ivtlflpool, soima, and woding 
pool. 1ho pool It tthedultid lo open 
August 2ntl.
Applicants must have a minimum ol o 
vtilld llroiije Ciossr'Hoynl Lllesnving 
Inslrutlars Certdkate.
Succflstful oppllconii will be ex. 
peetbH (0! Supervise prmi ocllvlllei, 
iirtludlng the odmlnliltbllon of flrsl-
f'J'f, 'irrl'J'ii'.fl iiir.n.riliH'i(in;« til
the (ifx)l oieq and public thonge
ni'inn.
lnitrurtr)fs will be expected la;
! lui'itUlny nvrliiuiilny
ptogromt and Instruct clbitei fttim 
inlanH (o advanced level iwimming.
Written npplirntinns litnltng 
qurilillcoiluns and experience will be 
receivrxf by.
Peniniutn Retreallm'iCornmlislon 
Altecttlan:. Aq<.ialt< Pro-jtommei' 
flow 2,16n
Sidney; «.i;, V813V3
IITWIH > Horn lo Michael ondOronlo. 
0 son, Vel Trliton MIchool, 7 lbs, 14 
Ol., on July 3, 1977, Beoulllully 
clellvered by Dr. D.J. Bnkur und 
Jubilee Mrilernlty Nurses, Gionri- 
IMirenls ore Mr, A Mrs, Michael 5, 
lllwiti ond Mr. (t Mrs. 11, Erk Loansyd,
38-1
FOUNDr ,luly 5, Grey Tabby Col near 
Sidney ttnddi clief, 6.56-5107, 2(1.1
r'OUNDi"'wrTsrwaTclT’call 656 'ibih 
2«<1
TOUNOi Siamese Cal. mol«, Blu« 
Point. July Ut Mills Haiid 656 2055. 
28-1 i:
lOiTl Giey biomwse Cut. .iMale, 
neuleied, 2 years old. Rest Hoven 
Ar««. 656-3315 . 30-1
lOITt 9 year old (emnle cat, light 
giey, lilg eats. Swrirk Boy, answers




Ken, Fnglanti arc gucsis of 
their .son in law and 
daughter, Mr. iSt Mrs, T, 
Cook. Third St., This is Mr, 




British Columbia finance 
minister Evan Wolfe is 
urging additional changes 
in the federal Bank Act 
including requirements that 
new banks be licensed 
under a formula that looks 
after regional capital needs 
and that chartered banks be 
bound by valid provincial 
legislation.
Wolfe’s proposals were 
contained in a letter to 
federal finance minister 
Donald Macdonald. His 
comments, followed the 
federal government’s white 
paper on Canadian banking 
legislation which proposes 
revisions to the Bank Act 
which are expected by 
March 31, 1978.
Wolfe also proposed 
that:
* Smaller financial 
institutions—such as credit 
unions or trust com­
panies—be guaranteed 
access to existing credit card 
systems;
® The Bank of Canada 
place offsetting deposits in 
these provincial near-banks 
to replace the cash drain 
created by the proposed 
reserve requirements for 
these financial institutions;
* Boards of directors of 
both the Bank of Canada 
and the Federal Business 
Development Bank be 
appointed by a process 
i n v o 1 v i n g p r o v in c i a 1 
governments as well as the 
federal government;
® Provincial registration 
of all bank liens;
® Provincially chartered 
near-banks accepting 
chequeable deposits have 
fair representation in the 
G a n a d a Pa y m e n t s
Association^
On his proposal that new 
banks be licensed 
regionally, Wolfe said B.C. 
businessmen continue to 
complain about a failure of 
Canadian banks to meet 
their needs in supplying 
operating and capital 
funds.
‘‘New banks should be 
licensed regionally insofar 
as they would only be 
permitted to grow outside 
the region to the extent that 
they grew inside the region 
on a dollar-for-dollar basis.
‘‘That would mean that, 
for a bank licensed to serve 
B.C. to reach $500 million 
in assets, it would have to 
invest half of that in the 
province,” he said.
‘‘That kind of con­
centrated competition 
would force better per- 
formance from tlic existing 
chartered hanks and would 
certainly be a positive step 
towards increasing com 
petition and cffieiency 
the financinl system.”
Wolfe said that 
numerous problems have 
been cntiscd by tin 
reluctance of some char 
tered banks to recognize 
they lire bound by valid 
provincial legi.slaiion.
He pointed out that B.C 
has a number of statutes 
which legislate in the area- 
of personal property 
security, crcdiiv in 
formation reporting .itiit 
trade practices and some of 
these have wide genera 
application applying to 
most business activities, 
including the lending of 
money.
m
‘‘Some banks have taken 
the position that, because 
they are federally chartered 
and regulated, provincial 
legislation concerned with 
borrowing and related 
matters is of no effect and 
need not be observed. This 
position is unacceptable to 
British Columbia.
This creates com­
plications for provincially 
chartered financial in­
stitutions which must 
comply and the suggestion 
“is consistent with the 




The B.C. finance 
minister said that the 
federal white paper 
proposes that all near- 
banks accepting chequeable 
deposits must submit to the 
two per cent reserve 
requirement on the first 
$500 million in deposit 
liabilities.
The credit union central 
in B.C. estimates that, 
basea on current levels of 
chequeable deposits, about 
$20 million would be 
payable as a non-interest 
bearing reserve with the 
Bank of Canada.
Wolfe said that at 
present, the Bank of 
Canada places its deposits 
among the chartered banks 
to serve partly, if not fully, 
as an offset to the primary 
reserves forwarded to the 
central bank by each of the 
chartered banks.
‘‘If the Bank of Canada 
does not choose to place 
offsetting deposits with the 
credit union system in B.C., 
the province will experience 
a cash ; drain, . from ■ the 
credit unions alone, of 
about $20 million,” he said
The Bank of Canada, he 
said, has a mandate to 
dictate monetary and thus 
economic policy for the 
country as a whole and 
there should be some 
provision by which the 
provincial governments' 
could get across their point 
of view.
“1 urge the federal 
government to establish; 
precedences for the board' 
of directors of the Bank of 
Canada to be appointed by 
a process involving 
provincial governments as 
well as the government of 
Canada.” The same should’ 
apply, he said, to the' 
Federal Business 
Development Bank.
Wolfe pointed out that, 
the Bank Act governs loans; 
to be made by banks to 
entrepreneurs such as. 
farmers, ranchers,- 
fishermen and manufac­
turers and security taken on- 
specified equipment used in; 
production of product. ,
But, he said, these bank; 
loans are often overlooked, 
in the search of title of, 
equipment and they should, 
be registered provincially 







Victoria, as well as the 
Bank of Canada.
On credit cards, he said' 
that, since the white papei* 
proposes that all in­
stitutions be treated' 
identically, “it seemsi 
reasonable that smaller;- 
institutions be ensured; 
access to the payment card; 
system, lest they become a; 
bank-owned monopoly.” ;
The future of these; 
smaller Canadian financial* 
institutions may well’ 
depend on being allowed td; 
join, any one of the existing; 
credit card systems, he said.i
Committee B certifies 
minute details
North Saanich’s 
Committee B put the 
finishing touches on their 
proposed community plan 
Monday before presenting 
the plan to full council, next 
Monday.
The committee and their 
planner discussed the small 
details of the plan and 
various technicalities of 
planning requesting the 
planner to make the final 
changes for presentation to 
council.
Mayor Paul Grieve, a 1 
member of the committee, - 
explained the committee' 
hoped to solve all the small! 
problems they could in the ' 
plan because he thought 
that when it was presented 
to the public it would be. 
more acceptable to them if ; 
these details were worked 
put. He thought if one 
individual has a valid- 
complaint with tlic plan the 
public lends to point to that 
complaint and question the . 
plan.
Condommiums
A particularly vicious bit 
of wilful damage, 
ainouming to sabotage, to 
condominiums associated 
with a new shopping centre 
under construction in 
Brentwood was investigated 





servicc,s liad been 
tlic.se damages had been, 
concealed. If the sabotage, 
hod not been detected, it 
would have lead to seriotis 
and expensive eonseqiienccs'
Saanich Hornets 
Junior Ban tarn champs
On Sunday, June 26, 
Saanich Hornets clefcalcd 
Oak Bay Crusaders in the 
Island clinmpionsliip to 
complete another un­
defeated season. In ad-
Youth crew building 
Portland Island trails
Boaiers voiitiiiing lo Port 
Island 'this smiitmer 
shouldn’t be surprised to 
ciicmtnler over a dozen kids 
busily biiildlini tnilk.
The provincial marine 
park is in tlie hands of 12 to 
15 iTH'tnhersof a vniith orew 
who will lie living on the 
Island for the next cigltf 
weeks.
The 15 iiml |6 year okl.s
will be staying in tents and 
arc currently building a 
kitchen, a parks branch 
spokesinaii .said, “Their 
duties include tending to all
marine parks in the area,” 
she said.
The provincial youth 
crew travels by boat to 
nilier islands to carry out 
routine ntainicnance and 
other piojccts,
The youngsters are 
sclevied ihniiig a draw utter 
applying to wdrk for the 
parks branch at school, 
f heie arc 2t) groups of 
workers stationed in parks 
iliroughotit the province.
The provincial youth 
crew camp program has 
been In operation since 
1950.
dition to Ihe Islniul 
Gluunpionsliip ilie Hornets; 
also won ilic league, 
cliampioiisliip and the 
Island Round Robin 
Tonrnnnient for Junior 
Bantam Cnriadian Football 
Tor boys aged 12 to 14.
The Island Clinm- 
pionship win was the 
sevenili in eight years for 
Ilie Ilorneis.
Boys on the leain from, 
the Sidney and North. 
Saanich area are: Jeff Peat,’ 
Chris Walker. Doug 
Wnidie, Craig Douglas, 




Interested in Inking off 
pounds sensihly? Try out 
Wediiesilay nigiti group 
held at St. Pauls United 
Church, 2410 Malaview 
Avenue.
For further information 
telephone Edith at 656-497J 
or Mary at 656-3784,





Registration of plan 
with provincial government
Peninsula
requires order-in-council to amend Matotenmice PiuisiislEigi ^ §l@@teii§
Thursday’s summer 
evening meeting of the 
Central Saanich Ratepayers 
Association in municipal 
chambers attracted 27 
residents, including 
lAlderman George 
iMacFarlane. In a short 
: business session they elected 
: three new directors and 
heard reports on the status 
' of the association. In 
I subsequent discussion of 
: community affairs, 
j members strongly sup- 
I ported a motion “that 
I Central Saanich council be 
i requested to register our 
j community plan”.
Before opening the 
meeting, the association 
j president, Fred Clarke, and 
j its secretary, Dick Sharpe, 
i received new memberships,
; thereby establishing a 
I quorum. After the formal 
I opening and having 
; adopted an agenda, the 
membership proceeded to 
I the election of three 
i directors to replace former 
i ones who had left the 
(district.
j Elected by acclamation 
i were: Mrs. Peggy
I McIntosh, Mrs. Lee King 
I and Mr. W.E. (Ted) 
( Clayards.
1 In reporting to the
membership, the president 
stated that, in checking the 
standing of the association 
at the office of Registrar of 
Companies, he had been 
informed the association 
had never filed an annual 
report, as required under 
the Societies Act, since its 
incorporation in August, 
1970. It was necessary, the 
president said, to make a 
statuatory declaration of 
the reasons why this had 
not been done and to file a 
resume of activities during 
this period for the 
association to become in 
good standing again. This, 
it was stated, would be done 
and reported to the next 
meeting. '
It was pointed out by a 
member, however, that the. 
current executive were only 
responsible for the omission 
since May, 1975 when the 
dormant association had 
been re-activated. Main 
activity since then had been 
the sponsoring of two “all 
candidates’’ meetings 
during municipal elections.
Under finances, assets of 
the association, were 
reported to be $110.82 in 
bank deposits and cash plus 
the new membership dues 
of $2.00 each received that 
evening.
R If
mw ALL THE BEVERAGES available 
during Air Sidney Day celebrations you

















Salmon fishing in 
n rent wood Bay and 
Saanich Inlet has been very 
UOod again this past week, 
with many fish wcighcd-in 
over 2,0 lbs., quite a few 
helwcon the 10 lb. to 201b. 
weight anti many from 4 
lbs. to 10 lbs.
The 5 inch “Tomic 
I’l'tg.s", favoring pink, have 
been quite nilraclive to the 
■'biggies", with the "No. 2 
k.K." still producing. The 
tHkI large one has been 
hooked on strip and some 
smaller ones on anchovies.
When using anchovie.s, 
check your bait very often, 




111 memory of Le.s Koch, 
C'laremoni High School, 
Il'is year, created an award 
named alter him inscribed 
in this way; “rhe student 
receiving this award has 
demonstrated a high 
Mandnrd of academic 
achievement, athletic ability 
nnd citizenship ihroiighoiii 
Ihe year."
I es died In accidcnl 
ill May. At the time he was 
attending Claremont 
School, “lie wa;, more Ilian 
.1 good athlete, Ire was 
«n outstanding citizen, as 
well as, a top ucademic 
>tndeni," said the school's 
Ptincipal Scott Perron.
Mike Toakley received 
the award this venr
tlicir soft skins, the 
stomachs will open, making 
your action useless.
Congraluatlions to .lohn 
Armour with his 23 lb. 
salmon tire other morning, 
making him elcgiblc to join 
the “Chinook Club" after 
claiming his button! Also to 
Georgina Campbell for her 
18 lb, fish from Willis 
I’olnt! Look .sharp ladies, 
there are some goird fish 
wailing for you also.
The real “lioi spot" this 
past week Itns been ilirongli 
Indian Bay, tip llpoiigb tlie 
gap and around lo ("olcs 
ihiy.. Willis Point area has 
yielded well and sotiibward 
down to tlie “boulder." 
Some good fish were eauglit 
from deeper down into lire 
inlet and some 5 to 7 lbs. 
along Bamberton sliores.
Troll fairly shallow you 
“early birds", hut deepen 
yonr lines as the day wears 
on. For the evening sports, 
fish havt? been cangbt from 
75 to 175 fl. on wire lines 
and planer.
A good hint lo firdiermen 
who love the old style "fish 
and chip.s". Take a run over 
to Bamheton and cat 
some good sized bass, Filet 
and .skin, take home lo the 
good lady and you wil 
enjoy the resulting feed.
CJorril news to the "light 
liners". Cohoe .salmon up 
to 4 lbs, are being wcighcd- 
in at the marinas.
So corne on oul fo 
nientwcod, the salmon nrc 
here ■ don’t forget the basic 
rules and you will take 
home your .share,
In the ensuing discussion 
of community affairs, 
Alderman George 
MacFarlane was asked to 
explain municipal council’s 
position regarding 
legalization of the com­
munity plan.
MacFarlane explained, in 
essence, that community 
plans were allowed for in 
the Municipal Act, but were 
not mandatory. There were 
two alternatives, he said, a 
community plan could be 
.adopted by a municipality 
on its own initiative as a 
guide and implemented 
through zoning and sub­
division by-laws, or else, it 
can be registered as an' 
official plan with the 
provincial government, 
requiring an order-in­
council to amend it. There 
were, MacFarlane con­
tinued, arguments both 
sides in council. Since an 
official plan required the 
concurrence of the Capital 
Region District, some 
aldermen thought this 
would give the core 
municipalities, who control 
the majority vote, the 
power to dictate this 
community’s internal 
affairs, and, besides, they 
felt the plan should be 
amendable as conditions 
warrant. Others, he said, 
considered the plan should 
be made official to prevent 
easy revision. This turned 
out to be a minority 
opinion.
Mr. W.E. Clayards 
contended that the object of 
registering was that 
‘council needs to be 
protected from atself! 
Without registration, he 
argues, residents who 
lelped develop the plan 
have no protection. “Any 
pressure group”, Clayards 
claimed, “can change it 
overnight. It needs some 
stability”. He cited the 
recent spot zoning of a 
property from ALR to 
commercial on Patricia Bay 
Highway as a case in point.
Clayards then moved, 
seconded by Mrs. Peggy 
McIntosh, that the 
ratepayers association 
request council lo register 
our community plan.
Most of the free wheeling 
discussion that followed 
seemed to favor the motion. 
One opponent stated that 
he felt a council should be 
trusted and that adequate 
control could be excrci.sed 
through the annual 
aldcrmanic lions.
The question having been 
called, the motion carried 
on a iiiajoriiy vote.
O i h e r discussion s 
concerned the “strata title 
affair” on Mt. Newton and 
apurimcnl cdnslruction in 
Brentwood in apparent 
contradiction to the 
community plan, with 
Altlerinan MacFarlane 
occupying the "hot scat".
The rumoreil widening of 
West Saanich Road bci- 
wceii Coluiubla and Verdier 
generated a not her 
resolution expressing 
concern over the extent of 
(he work and for the 
preservation of the popular 
trees in Brentwood. It was 
also advocated tliat full 
control “stop and go” 
traffic lights replace the 
"four stop" regime at the 
Keating X Rd/Benvenuto 
and West Saanich Road 
intersection,
In the final item, Mrs. 
Peggy McIntosh was 
unanimously supported in 
her motion, having pointed 
out discrepancies in bu.s 
fares between greater 
Vancouver and greater 
Victoria districts, that (he 
ratepayers a.ssocituion write 
to the minister of municipal 
nffairs, itm Hnn, Hugh 
Curtis, to have Victoria 
fares hroiight into line witli 
Vancouver ftires,
Having set the date of the 
next meeting, which is to be 
the annual general mceiiiig, 
for 8,IK) p.m. on Thursday, 























Hot Water Heating 







































For all your refrigerator, 







Residentiol - Commercial 
& Golf Course Construction 
6955 West Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
Gien Willioms ^ 652-3323
Fiddlers 
On the Wall
Quality painting * 
Interior Exterior houses 











finishing, new homes 
construction.










New Homes & Cabinets, Custom 
build Remodelling, Additions and 
Repairs. Roasonable rates 
Free estimotes
PHONE 656-4915
Seeds, F e rI i 111e r, 





















Far the Fenlnsula, phone
K. Strieker 
A. Lowen 
For Free Estimates 
656-4836 656-4462
Steve's Landscaping 
Free estimates for 
landscaping, rotovatlng 
and plowing, etc., with 
small tractor,










































Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and Line W’ork
Quality 
Workmanship 
For people who care
PHONE 656-2945 
SIDNEY
MAMN, MtU'LSLlN. Phi.si 














Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience in 











BACK FILIING - LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS
SEWER - STORM DRAINS- 
WATER LINES















“No job too small” 
656-5604
V E X 01 ̂
V STEP TO C 
% BETTER HEALTH >
Mrs. Dorothy Brooks' 




Marine Auto fi Soffoty Glass 








Disposal Field Designs ^ 
installation & Repairs '
Free Estimates
656-4297 652-2663
For Specialist in 
On Location Carpet 





Rdbeil W. Roper; p.C.> 









RJ. Grundison 0.0. 
R.F. Jeune O.D. 





SIDNEY'S OWN NATURAL FOOD STORE f 
•Vitamins •Vegetarian Food •Natural ft Orpnic Producb 
Holllngworth Building













4-whcel drive machine, 
loader, rotovator, 
mowers and general 
liliuling. We have cx- 
ccllenl manonverahility 
for your smaller jobs, 








.V;:.::, /ltd. : /^
Spoi ls and Commercial
Diving Specialism
9818 Firth
Automatic Oil D*llv*rlai 
Imsrgancy tarvic* 
Campr»()iinilv« Port! Pt«tt<ll«n 
Iqual Monthly Billing!
Prom Victoria 

















VICTOniA, O.C, V8W Hi 
ttii;i'itoNE,i(is.rj!},
«II0J 3i<l STRI IT, 
SIDNE Y, B.C, V«UAA 
nill>MUN((6SA-l4}l
ROY’S Al.hHAV MARINKSEUVICES LTD. 
2238 HurhourRd.-Sidney
656-7023::"';:'/"/,/'. ':,/':■///
O M.C. I uf (111 y Aii|lii)i iiod II I,I (1(111 fit,0|), JoltniiOh * tylrw utio 0(i(lHiaiT)l 
O M C Sli.'nl tliiviii,, ulio VOLVO tinil WoiiRonliijw »(«tn dilvti* l((ii»lti
fiiitl !i(imii,ill (milKWnih, / /
TUKDAY TO*ATUmOAYJ B o.m. • * p,m. ^
mmI.
CARPET SHAMPOOING
“(ilvyiMireurpelMi new Itmk fur Spring"
656-2191 or plume collect 537-9245
2.1 K
It's the best waf 













right here on the Saanich
Custom Made furniture Re-Uphotstcry
drapery Carpets
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graham Rogers (left) and Sidney Hotel 
manager Denis Paquette have just finished 
putting -the torch to new beacon installed at
the foot of Beacon Avenue in Sidney. The 
flaming tower was built by Rogers’ metal
work students at Parkland senior secondary 
r school and installed by a Sidney public works 
crew, June 29. The project was sponsored and 
materials provided by Sidney and North 




Victoria Foster Parent 
Association Picnic Supper. 
Bring your own BBQ and 
food. Wednesday July 20th 
North or Sidney end of Elk 
Lake from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. 
Supper at 6 p.m. Bring the 
family.
Lost purse returned to marine tourist
In mid afternoon on 
Wednesday, July 6, a 
woman shopper turned over 
a ladies woven rope hand­
bag, which she had found 
sitting in the middle of the 
parking lot, to the cashier at 
the Brentwood Super Mart.
The cashier, in turn, 
notified Central Saanich 
police.
Police found the handbag 
contained $21 in bills plus 
some loose change, eye 
glasses and cosmetics and a 
leather wallet with credit
Sidney tournament 
baseball team announced
Sidney Little League are 
proud to announce their 
tournament team to 
compete in the Area 2 
tournament scheduled July 
12 at Hollywood Park in 
Victoria.
Manager is Terry Merkell 
and coach is Serge Dube 
while team members in­
cluded Murray Harper, Jeff 
Shaw, Jeff Wright, Peter
Claassen, Kris Roberton, 
Bobby Herber, Graham 
Taylor, Steve Hodges, 
Peter Saville, Richard 
Puckett, Reid Tomlins, 
Richard Myerscough, All 
De Wolfe and Terry Johal.
Six winning teams from 
this tournament will 
proceed to the district 
tournament which will be 
staged at the Sidney
baseball diamond, July 18 - 
26.
Winner of the district will 
proceed • to sectional 
tournament play to 
compete with the North 
Island winning team. Play 
is scheduled July 29 - 31.
The winner travels to 
Trail, B.C. for the 
provincial tournament Aug. 
5.
cards and personal papers. 
These last items identified 
the owner as a tourist from 
Arlington in the state of 
Washington. The cashier 
remembered the tourist, 
who had been shopping in 
the store, and also the 
woman tourist had told her 




At Anglers Anchorage, 
police established a lead. 
The owner told police he 
had taken the tourist, who 
had put in aboard a 
Columbia 28 for fuel and
supplies, to the store. The 
yacht, he said, had left 
immediately afterwards for 
Todd Inlet and Butchart’s 
Gardens.
The owner’s son took 
police around to Todd Inlet 
by a work-boat.
The Columbia 28 was still 
moored off shore, but no 
one was aboard. They were 
presumably touring the 
gardens, so police left a 
note.
Sometime later the 
yachtsman contacted police 
and a rendez-vous was 
arranged for the return of 
the missing purse.
SUMMER SALE confinues at
Anna's Fashions
Two tracks appropriated 
from Dmrance Lake
BIGGER & BETTER PERCENTAGES 
20%-50% off
ALLMERCHANDlSi:
Excellent Bargains on both floors.
Sidney R.C.M.P. were 
called to Durrance Lake 
Thursday morning at 3:45 
because of people causing 
noise. By the time they 
arrived two trucks had been 
stolen from the person
phoning in the complaint.
Two persons were 
charged with the theft, 
Gregory. Alan Howard, 24, 
and Mark ,Lindsay Haley, 
20.
The R.C.M.P car
$500 GRANT, TO SIDNEY MAN
A Sidney resident has 
been awarded a $500 grant 
from the provincial 
government to represent 





A 24 foot wingwall, a 
long line of pilings which 
guides vessels into dock, 
has been completed at 
Montague Harbour ferry 
terminal.
The $49,-360 job was 
begun Jun^T y, and ^ com-" 
pleted prior to the 
Dominion Day holiday.
Tlie MonjSgue ^Harbour 
terminal is: on the British 
Columbia ■■ Ferry Cpr- 
pdratidh Gtilf Island rdute.
August 11-14, this year.
Hugh Curtis, Minister of 
Municipal Affairs and 
Hosuing Emd M.L.A. for 
Saanich and the Islands, 
announced recently that the 
grant to Mr. John W. 
Kaiser of 2032 Ardwell 
Avenue, has been approved 
by Grace McCarthy, 
Provincial Secretary and 
Minister of Travel Industry.
originally called, requested 
and received assistance 
from another Sidney car 
and from Central Saanich 
police.
652-3143 7105 W. Saanich Rd.
The trucks had no keys in 
them when they were taken 
and were cross-wired. They 
were returned with the 
undercarriage damaged and 
tires worn.
Sidney R.C.M.P. who 
assist Colwood R.C.M.P. 
in patroling the provincial 
territory around Durrance 
Lake, report a lot of trouble 
there this year. They make 
regular checks of Durrance 
Lake and have confiscated 
a considerable amount of 
alcohol.
GRADE ‘A’ FULL CUT BONE IN
CHUCK STEAKS LB.
GRADE ‘A’ BONELESS





Dr. Uldna Farmer, formerly of 
Brentwood Bay, wishes to announce 
that she has resumed general practice 
Sidney. Dr. Farmer has joined 
practice with the Associated 
Physicians.
PORK STEAKS H290
Where meats are a specialty, 
not a side^^^
Open Daily 8:00 a.m. to 5-30 p.m.
OPiNm IN AUGUST
POOL
AUGUST! - SEPTEMBER 4 ONLY
Monday 6:.30.8:30 a.m,
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m. 






Everyone Welcome (after 
Aug. 19, 1:30-3:00 only) 
Adult Swim





12:00 noon -1:00 p.m, 
1:30-4:00p.rn. and 




Noon Swim (to Aug. 19 only) 
Everyone Welcome (after 
Aug. 19,1:.30.3:00 only)
For Rentals
Wednesday 6:30-8:30 a.m. 
9:00.11:30 a.m.
I2:(X) noon "1:.30 p.m. 
1:30- 3:00 p.m.
3:00-5:00 p.m.












12:00 noon - l:IX)p.m, 
li30-4:(X)p,m, and 
6:00-8:00 p.m.




Noon Swim (to Aug. 19 only) 
Everyone Welcome (after 











AUGUST 19- SEPTEMBER 4 ONL Y
i
i
WHERE: August 2-5, upstairs, Panorama Centre
Frltluy 6:30-8:.30 a.m.
9:00.11:30 a.m, 







Everyone Welcome (after 






6:00 7:30 p.m. 







WHEN; Lessons will run Aug. 22 - Sept. 2, 
Monday to Friday, 3:00 • 5:00 p.m.
WHO: For school-age children six to fifteen, 
and will include our own Ms 
as well as Red Cross.




Tuesday 12:00 noon -1 :(X) p.m. 





Wednesday I2:(X.) noon - LOO p.m. 



















.Snliirduy 10:30a.m, - 12:30noon 






















Children 50* 10 admissions for ^.00
Students 75* 10 admissions for *^.00
Adults *1.00 10 admissions for koo
Seniors/Handicapped 75* 10 admissions for *6.00
and more to come
Family Rate *2.00
A Full range of Activities and Programs will be offered in 
Septomber and a Bmehure,: oulllniag sS! will be
distributed to every resident in North Saanich and Sidney, 
during August.
CAU US AT «5<-727)
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